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by James E. Crouse, David C. Janetzke, 
and  R icha rd  E. S c h w i r i a n  
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
In axial flow compressors,  the  design  blade  elements  lie  on  conical  surfaces which 
approximate  the  actual  stream flow surfaces. A blade-element-layout  method is de- 
veloped  which preserves  the  constant-angle  change  characteristic of the  circular-arc 
profile. More specifically, the mean camber line and the suction and pressure surface 
lines of a blade  element  are  lines with a constant  rate of angle  change  with  path  distance 
on a specified  conical  surfa'ce.  The  layout  method  developed  in  this  report  and  incor- 
porated  in a computer  program  has  the  capability of handling a multiple-circular-arc 
blade  element. A .complete  blade is composed by stacking  design  blade  elements on a 
line which may  be  tilted  in  the  tangential  and axial directions  to  minimize  blade  stresses. 
Blade surface  coordinates  for  plane  sections  through  the  blade  are  computed  for  use 
in  the  mechanical  design  and  fabrication of the blade. The area,  center of area, and 
moments of inertia  for  each  blade  section  are computed for  use  in  stress  analysis of the 
blade. 
INTRODUCTION 
In present-day  aircraft  compressors,  the  annulus  area  converges  sufficiently  through 
a blade  row  that  the  meridional (radial-axial plane)  streamlines  near  the hub  and/or  tip 
have  significant  slopes.  Compressor  blading is usually  constructed  from  blade  elements 
which are designed  to  turn  the  flow on the  meridional  streamlines.  Each  individual 
blade  element is generally  assumed  to  lie  on a conical  surface  representation of the axi- 
symmetric  streamsurface  through a blade row (see fig. l). However, the layout of a 
blade  element on a cone  cannot  retain all the  properties of a conventional  blade  shape 
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Figure 1. - Axisyrnrnetric  streamsurface  approximated by conical surface. 
sirable properties of a conventional  blade  shape.  There is no standard  method of simu- 
lating  conventional  blade  shapes on a cone. Commonly used methods are (1) layout of a 
reference  blade  element  directly on the  conical  surface  and (2) projection of a reference 
blade  element  laid  out  on a plane o r  a cylindrical  surface  to  the  conical  surface. With 
low streamline  slopes,  each of these  methods  gives  essentially  the  same  shape  on a 
cone. However, with large streamline slopes, these methods can give significantly dif- 
ferent  blade  shapes on a cone. 
Blade surface  velocities  and  pressures are influenced by several  interacting  forces, 
but probably  the  most  direct  factor  controlling  local flow on a blade  element is the 
rate of surface-angle change (surface curvature) along the streamline. Then, perhaps, 
the  most  fundamental  method of simulating a desirable  blade  element is to  retain  the rate 
of surface-angle change. This  approach is taken  in this report  to  develop a computerized 
method for  simulating  circular-arc-type  blade  elements. 
The  design of high-speed  compressors  has  made wide use of blade  rows  composed of 
double-circular-arc (DCA) blade elements. A DCA blade  element  consists of one  circu- 
lar arc forming  the  suction  surface  and  another  forming  the  pressure  surface.  This type 
of blade  element has performed  very  successfully,  and  extensive  data  from both  two- 
and  three-dimensional  cascades  has  been  incorporated  into  blade  design  procedures 
(ref. 1). 
More  recently,  the  need  to  control  shock loss and  throat area in  the  blade  passages 
of transonic  compressors  has  led  to  the  use of multiple-circular-arc (MCA) blade ele- 
ments. An MCA blade  element  consists of two circular  arcs  forming  the  suction  surface 
and  two  others  forming the pressure  surface.  This  type of blade  permits  additional  con- 
trol  of the  chordwise  turning  (loading)  distribution  and  aids  in  controlling  the  shock loss 
in  blade  passages with supersonic flow (refs. 2 to 5). 
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The  main  part of this report is a detailed  development of a layout  method  which 
simulates an MCA blade  element on a conical  surface.  The  developed  blade-element- 
layout  method preserves the constant rates of angle  change of the  centerline  and  the sur- 
faces. Following the layout-method development, a step-by-step  procedure for compos- 
ing a complete  blade by stacking  the  blade  elements is given.  The  layout  method  and  the 
stacking  procedure are incorporated  in a computer  program  to  calculate  the  coordinates, 
areas, and  other  related  properties of the  blade  cross-sections.  This  computer  program 
eliminates  the  lengthy  graphical  procedures  previously  used  in  the  mechanical  design of 
a compressor  blade. 
COMPARISON OF SOME LAYOUT METHODS 
In order  to  illustrate  the  potential  effect of layout  method  on  the rate of angle  change 
of a blade-element  centerline, a comparison of five layout methods is presented.  The 
differences  are  best shown  with  an  example of a DCA blade  element at the hub of a com- 
pressor.  The  blade parameters  selected  and  held  constant on the hub  cone a re  the  fol- 
lowing: 
Streamline slope in the meridional (r-z) plane, a, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45 
Ratio of blade-section  outlet  radius  (trailing  edge)  to  inlet 
radius (leading edge), ro/ri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 4  
Leading-edge  blade  angle, K ~ ,  deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45 
Trailing-edge  blade  angle, K ~ ,  deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
These  parameters  and  other  nomenclature  for  the  layout on a cone are shown i n  figure 2. 
/ 
Unwrapped conical  surface? 
Figure 2 -Conical  coordinate system for blade-element  layout. 
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Blade  elements which have circular-arc centerlines  on a plane  were  laid  on  the  cone 
by using  the  following  layout  methods: (1) a constant rate of change of local  blade  angle 
on the  cone  with  distance  (constant d K / d s ) ,  (2) a circular-arc  element laid on a cone, 
(3) a circular-arc  element laid on a plane  perpendicular  to the stacking axis and  pro- 
jected  to  the  cone by lines  parallel  to  the radial stacking axis, (4) a circular-arc  element 
laid on the  cylinder of blade-element  outlet radius and  projected  to  the  cone by lines  par- 
allel to  the  radial  stacking axis, and (5) a circular-arc  element laid on the  cylinder of 
blade-element  outlet  radius  and  projected  to  the  cone by radial lines  from  the axis of ro- 
tation. 
The rates of change of local  centerline blade angle with distance  along  the  blade- 
element  centerline  on  the  cone dK/ds were  computed  for  each of the  layout  methods. 
The results are compared  in figure 3.  Each  curve  has  the  same K change  from inlet to 
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Figure 3. -Comparison of circular-arc-layout methods. 
outlet;  but  the s distance  varied  slightly  to  match  the  specified  radius  change and  cone 
angle conditions. The values of dK/ds are negative since K decreases with s. 
The  line of constant dK/ds in  figure 3 is from  the first layout method. With all of 
the  other  layout  methods, K changes  the  most  rapidly at the  leading  edge of the blade. 
The  percentage  increases of dK/ds for  the  other  layout  methods at the  blade  leading 
edge, as compared with the  constant dK/ds method  (method 1) are 23 percent  for  the 
geometric  layout  (method 2), 35 percent  for  the  parallel  projection  methods  (methods 
3 and 4), and 127 percent  for  the radial projection  method  (method 5). Figure 3 shows 
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that  the  blade-element-layout  method  can  have a significant effect on the drc/ds prop- 
erties of a blade airfoil. If an important blade shape property, such as dK/ds, is 
changed  significantly by the  layout  method,  similar  changes  in  blade-element  perform- 
ance  may  also  be  expected. 
DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR BLADE-ELEMENT LAYOUT 
The  layout of blade  elements is one of the  latter  steps of a compressor  design. In 
the steps  preceding the layout,  the  selections of values  for  the  blade-element  properties 
are made. For the  purpose of this report,  the following  values are presumed  to  have 
been  established: 
(1) Radial  distance  from  the axis of rotation  to  the  leading-edge  center, ric 
(2) Radial  distance  from  the axis of rotation  to  the  trailing-edge  center, roc 
(3) Thickness at the  leading  edge, ti 
(4) Thickness at the  maximum  thickness  point, tm 
(5) Thickness at the  trailing  edge, to 
(6) Angle of the  centerline at the  leading  edge, K~~ 
(7) Angle of the  centerline at the  transition point, Ktc 
(8) Angle of the  centerline at the  trailing  edge, K~~ 
(9) Axial distance  from  the  leading-edge  center  to the maximum  thickness  point  on 
the centerline, zmc - 
centerline, ztc - zic 
'ic 
(10) Axial distance  from  the  leading-edge  center  to  the  transition  point  on  the 
(11) Axial distance  from  the  leading-edge  center  to  the  trailing-edge  center, 
These 
'oc - 'ic 
parameters and some of the nomenclature used to describe the blade elements a r e  
shown in  figures 4 and 5 .  
In the following  development  the  constant dK/ds property of the MCA blade  element 
is preserved  in  the  layout onto a conical  surface.  The  centerline,  pressure  surface, 
and  suction  surface are each  formed by two segments,  an  inlet  segment and  an  outlet 
segment. Each segment has its own constant dK/ds value which, generally, is differ- 
ent  from that of any  other  segment.  The  development  and  the  forms of the  equations 




Figure 4. - Blade-element centerline and  surface  nomenclature. 
Figure 5. - Definition of blade  thickness path. 
Coordinate  System  for  Blade  Element 
The  most  convenient  coordinate  system  for  describing a blade element on a cone is 
the R-E system shown in  figure 2. Since a cone is a single  curved  surface which can 
be unwrapped  on a plane,  the  following  development  can be considered  to be carried  out 
on a plane with the R-E coordinate system of a cone. In the R-E system, R is the 
length of a ray  from  the  cone  vertex  to  an  arbitrary  point,  and E is the  angle  from a 
reference  ray to a ray  passing  through  the  arbitrary  point. 
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Mathematical  Description of Constant-Turning-Rate  Segment 
The blade angle K is the  angle  between  the  ray R and a tangent to the  blade 
centerline or surface path s. For a fixed turning rate, K decreases at a constant rate 
C as s is increased; that is, 
o r  
From  figure 4 note  that 
dR = cos K ds 
Rde = sin K ds 
Substituting ds from equation (1) into equations (2) and (3) gives 
dR = - COS K dK 
C 
Equation (4) integrated is 
R - R1 = - (sin K~ - sin K) 1 
C 
(6) 
where the subscript 1 refers to a point where R and K a r e  known. (All symbols are 
defined in appendix A. ) By regrouping  the  terms  in  equation (6), a particular  constant 
is formed. 
5 = RC + sin K = RIC + sin K 1 (7) 
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Solving equation (7) for R gives 
R =  < - sin K 
C 
Equation (8) gives R as a function of K on a segment with known constants, C and <. 
The  differential  equation  for E is obtained  by the substitution of equation (8) into 
equation (5). 
de = sin K dK 
sin K - < 
However, if C = 0, K is a constant, and the following differential equation for E ap- 
plies: 
dc = tan K - dR 
R 
In general, E is given by 
where f ( K ,  K ~ ,  5  R, R1) is the  integral of equation (9) if  C # 0, or  equation (10) if C = 0. 
The  integral of equation (9) has  three  solutions  dependent on the value of 5 .  Details of 
the  solutions  for f ( K ,  K ~ ,  5  R, R1) are  presented  in  appendix B. 
Definition of Blade-Element Centerline 
In this blade-element-layout  procedure, it is first necessary  to  establish  the  blade- 
element  centerline.  Desired  blade  properties (e. g. , K ~ ,  Kt, xO, Ci, Co) are  generally re- 
lated  to the centerline,  and  the  blade  thickness is applied  to  the  centerline. 
In  this  development,  the  blade-element  centerline is composed of two constant 
&/ds segments, an inlet segment and an outlet segment. These segments a re  tangent 
at a point  called  the  transition  point  (see  fig. 4). 
In order  to  determine  the R-E coordinates of the  centerline  segments, it is first 
necessary to calculate the cone half-angle a. From the input data, 
8 
I 
= tan COC I ;I)- I  oc 
The R coordinate of the  leading-edge  center is given by 
Note that a = 0 cannot be used in equation (13). However, a separate set of equations 
for this special  case is not warranted. A sufficiently  equivalent  blade  element  can be 
calculated by using a small  cone  half-angle (a = 0. lo). 
The R coordinates of other  points  specified  on  the  centerline are determined by 
equation (14) 
z - z  i c  R = R .  +- 
lC cos cy 
After the R coordinates of the leading-edge point, the transition point, and the 
trailing-edge  point on the  centerline are determined,  the  turning  constants  for both 
, centerline segments can be calculated. Since the blade angles at the endpoints of these 
segments are given in  the  input,  the  turning-rate  constant C for a segment is obtained 
from a rearrangement of equation (6) 
sin K 1  - sin K 
C =  
R - R1 
It should  be  noted  that  the  value of C for  the  centerline is calculated  rather  than  speci- 
fied. The reason for this is that small  errors in C and in K for small values of C 
will produce large errors in Rtc and Roc. Thus, the relative axial locations of the 
segment  endpoints are specified  instead. 
For convenience,  the  angular  coordinates of a blade  element are referenced  from 
the  leading-edge  center (i. e .  , eiC = 0). The  angular  coordinates of the  other  endpoints 
of the two segments are calculated by equation (11). 
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Determinat ion of Blade-Element Surfaces 
The  blade-element  surface  curves are also  composed of two  constant &/ds seg- 
ments.  The  pressure  surface  and the suction  surface each have an inlet segment  and  an 
outlet  segment which are joined at a transition  point.  These  surface  curves  must  satisfy 
the tangency  requirement at the  transition  point  and  the  thickness  specifications. The 
thickness is specified at three points:  the  leading  edge,  the  trailing  edge,  and  the  maxi- 
mum  thickness  point. 
The constants  for each surface  segment are determined  from two  points  on the seg- 
ment  and the slope at one of these points. The general  equations  needed  and the methods 
used for  calculating the coordinates of these points, the surface  slopes at these points, 
and the resulting  constants  for each segment are given  below.  Specific  applications of 
these  equations are given  in  appendix B. 
The initial points  for  establishing the surface  curves are calculated by applying the 
thickness  specifications at three points on the centerline:  the  leading  edge, the maxi- 
mum thickness point, and the trailing  edge. On a plane  surface,  thickness is generally 
measured  along a line  perpendicular  to the blade centerline. On the conical  surface, the 
thickness  path is described by a constant  angle K~ path  which is normal to the center- 
line, where 
rf 
= K  k- Kn c 
(see fig. 5). The  plus  sign  in  equation (16) gives the path  direction  to  the  suction  sur- 
face,  and the minus  sign  gives the path direction  to the pressure  surface. 
The  differential  equations  for this slightly  curved  thickness path are 
dR = cos K n d h  
and 
Rde = sin ~ ~ d d  (18) 
where tl is the distance from the centerline, as shown in figure 5. Equation (17) inte- 
grates  to 
R - R = d COS Kn 
C (19) 
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Elimination of d6 by combining equations (17) and (18) gives 
dE = tan K - dR 
n R  
Equation (20) integrates  to 
For the  special case of K~ = 0, equation (21) becomes  indeterminate because K~ = f 8/2, 
and equation (19) yields R = R,. Since R is constant for this case, equation (18) can 
be directly  integrated  to  give 
d 
E - EC = f- 
RC 
where  the  plus  sign is for K~ = 7r/2 and the minus sign 
The  coordinates of the  leading  edge,  the  maximum 
is for K, = -7r/2. 
thickness  point,  and  the  trailing 
edge on the  suction  surface  and  the  pressure  surface  are  determined by equations (19) and 
either (21) or (22). The necessary Rc values for these equations are determined from 
the input by equations (13) and (14). The K~ values for the leading and trailing edges 
are given in the input. The K~ value for the maximum thickness point,is determined 
from  the  rearrangement of equation (7), which  gives 
where 5 and C are constants of the segment containing the point. 
The K angle at the  maximum  thickness  point  on  either  the  suction or pressure sur- 
face is equal  to  the K angle at the  maximum  thickness  point  on  the  centerline, or 
This angle K ~ ,  along with the  coordinates of the  maximum  thickness  point  and  either 
the  leading-edge  point or the  trailing-edge  point,  provides  sufficient  conditions  for  es- 
tablishing  the  surface  curve  for the segment  containing  the  maximum  thickness  point. 
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-Transition  line 
(a) Case 1: coincident maximum thickness and transition points. 
I 
(b) Case 2: maximum  thickness  behind transition point. 
Transition line 
(c) Case 3: Maximum  thickness  ahead of transition point. 
Figure 6. -Locations of maximum thickness  with respect to 
transition pint. 
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To permit  design  flexibility,  the  maximum  thickness  point  can be located  on  either 
segment,  inlet o r  outlet, or at the  transition point. These  three  cases, as shown in  fig- 
ure 6, are 
(1) Maximum thickness at the  transition point 
(2) Maximum  thickness  on  the  outlet  segment  behind  the  transition  point 
(3) Maximum  thickness  on  the inlet segment  ahead of the  transition point 
In  establishing  the surface equations,  the  calculations  begin  on  the  segment  contain- 
ing  the  maximum  thickness. On this  segment, two points  and a slope are known for both 
the  pressure  surface  and  the  suction  surface. Use of these known surface  conditions  in 
equations (7), (ll), and (15) gives three equations with three unknowns: 5 ,  C, and K .  
Elimination of 5 and C leaves an equation with one unknown, K .  However, the com- 
plexity of this  equation  makes it difficult  to  solve  explicitly. So an  iterative method is 
used to solve for 5 ,  C, and K .  This iterative method consists of estimating K and 
checking the resulting  E-coordinate  with  the known E-coordinate. 
The  next  step  in  establishing  the  surface  equations is the  calculation of the  transition 
point  on  both  the pressure  surface and the  suction  surface.  This  calculation  involves 
finding  the  intersection of the  surface  curves with the  thickness  path of the  transition 
point. Use of the known conditions in equations (11),  (21) o r  (22), and (23) gives three 
equations with three unknowns: K ,  R, and E .  Again, the complexity of equation (11) 
makes it difficult  to  solve  for  the unknowns explicitly. An iterative  method is used  to 
solve for the unknowns. This iterative method consists of estimating R, then comparing 
a calculated R t C  with the known Rtc The calculated Rtc is determined by a re- 
arrangement of equation (21) 
This  step  does  not  apply  to  case 1, where  the  maximum  thickness  and  the  transition 
points  coincide. 
The  final  step  in  establishing  the  surface  equations is to  obtain  the unknowns 5 ,  C, 
and K for the surfaces of the remaining segment. Two points, the transition point and 
either  the  trailing-edge or the  leading-edge  point,  and  the  angle at the  transition point 
on  the  pressure surface and  the  suction  surface of the  remaining  segment are now 
known. The  iterative  method  used  in  the first step is used  in this step  to  calculate  the 
final unknowns. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPLETE BLADE 
The  complete  blade is described  from a selected  number of blade  cross-sections. 
These  cross-sections,  hereinafter  called  blade  sections,  lie on planes  perpendicular  to 
a radial line. The  blade-section  surface  coordinates  are  obtained by stacking  the  blade 
elements (which lie  on  conical  streamsurfaces)  in a suitable manner  and  fairing  between 
them. A primary  objective  in the stacking  process is to minimize blade stresses. This 
is accomplished by allowing  the  straight  stacking  line  to  be  leaned  (from a true radial 
line) at prescribed  angles  in both  the  tangential  and axial directions. 
The  blade-element  stacking  procedure  requires  an  iterative  positioning of the  blade 
elements until the  centers of area of the  blade  sections  are  coincident  with  the  stacking 
line within a given  tolerance.  The  specific  steps  used  in  the  stacking  procedure  are  the 
following: 
(1) Initial positioning of blade  elements  along  the  stacking  line.  The  intersections of 
the  stacking  line  with  the  conical  streamsurfaces of the  blade  elements are called  the 
blade-element  stacking  points. For the first iteration  the  stacking  points are located at 
the  centers of area of the  blade  elements. 
(2) Calculation of stacking  points  relative  to  common  reference.  The  coordinates of 
the  blade-element  stacking  points are translated  into  cylindrical  coordinates  and  refer- 
enced  from  the  center of the  leading  edge of the  hub  blade  element. 
(3) Calculation of blade-element coordinates. Blade-element surface coordinates in 
a Cartesian  coordinate  system  (x-y-z) are calculated at specific  z  values  for  fairing 
convenience. 
(4) Calculation of blade-section coordinates. Blade sections lying on planes through 
each  blade-element  stacking  point are defined.  The  surface  coordinates of a blade sec- 
tion a r e  obtained  from  the  intersections of the  plane of the  blade  section  and  the 
z-fairings of the  blade-element  surface  coordinates. 
(5) Calculation of centers of area of blade  sections.  The  center of area for  each 
blade  section is found  by integrating  over  the area defined by the  blade-section  coordi- 
nates. 
(6) Calculation of new  blade-element  stacking  points. A new stacking  point  for  each 
blade  element is obtained  from  the  intersection of a line  faired  through  the  centers of 
area of the  blade  sections  and  the  conical  streamsurface of each  blade  element. If the 
new stacking  points  are  sufficiently  close  to  the  old  stacking  points,  the  stacking  proce- 
dure is considered  to  be  converged or finished. If not, the procedure is repeated start- 
ing at step 2 using  the new stacking  points. 
The  blade-element  stacking  procedure,  including  these  steps, is described  in  detail 
following a description of the  coordinate  systems  used. 
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Coordinate  Systems  for  Complete  Blade 
In addition to the R-E coordinate  system  for the blade elements, two other  coordi- 
nate  systems are used in the  stacking  procedure  for  describing  the  complete  blade. A 
cylindrical  coordinate  system (r- 0 -2) is used  for  describing  the  stacking  line  and  alining 
the  stacking  points of the  blade  elements  along  the  stacking line (see fig. 7). A Cartesian 
coordinate  system  (x-y-z) is used  for  obtaining  plane  sections of the  complete  blade (see 
fig. 8). The  z-axis is common  to  both  systems  and lies along the machine axis of rota- 
tion.  The  direction of the  z-axis is defined as positive  from  blade  inlet  toward  blade  out- 
let. The  origin,  z = 0, is defined by the axial location of the  center of the hub-blade- 
element, leading-edge radius. 
The  orientation of the  cylindrical  coordinate  system is shown in  figure 7. The  an- 
gular coordinate 8 is measured from the r-z plane which contains the hub-blade- 
element,  leading-edge  center.  The  positive 0 -direction is from  the  blade  pressure 
(lower)  surface  toward  the  blade  suction  (upper)  surface. 
-Stacking  line - 
-Hub stacking  point 
z =  0 
Figure 7. -Cyl indrical coordinate system. 
point (y = 0) I 
Figure 8. -Cartesian  coordinate system for blade. 
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The  orientation of the  Cartesian  coordinate  system is shown in  figure 8. The  x-axis 
is parallel  to the radial line which passes  through the hub-blade-element  stacking  point. 
The  positive  x-direction is from hub to  tip.  The  positive  y-direction is from the blade 
pressure  surface  toward the blade suction  surface. 
Stacking Procedure 
The  objective of the  stacking  procedure is to  position  each blade element  such that 
the centers of area of all blade sections lie on the stacking  line.  The  steps  in the iter- 
ative  procedure are as follows: 
Initial positioning of blade  elements  along  stacking  line. - The first step  in the 
stacking  procedure is the initial  positioning of the blade element  along the stacking  line. 
~~ 
A good first approximation  to the desired stacking of the blade elements is obtained  by 
alining the centers of area of the blade elements  along the stacking  line. A sufficiently 
accurate  calculation  for these centers is given by the following  equations: 
$R dA 
- 
Rsp - JdA 




The integrals  in  equations (26) to (30) are evaluated by numerical  integration  techniques 
since the functions eS(R) and E (R) are very  difficult  to  integrate. 
the  stacking  procedure is the  calculation of the  cylindrical  coordinates of the  blade- 
element  stacking  points  relative  to  a  common  reference.  For  convenience,  the  reference 
for  the 0-2 coordinates is the  center of the  leading-edge  radius of the hub blade  ele- 
ment. 
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Calculation of stacking  points  relative  to a common reference. - The  second  step in 
The simplest  and  perhaps  most  commonly  used  stacking  line is a radial  line. How- 
ever, when blade  stresses  are high,  the  maximum  blade stress can  be  lowered by leaning 
the  stacking  line  slightly  to  introduce  a  centrifugal  force  bending  moment  to  counterbal- 
ance  the  aerodynamic  blading  moment. In this  report  the  stacking  line is a straight  line 
which can  be  leaned  in  both  the  0-direction  and  the  z-direction  from a radial  line  at  the 
hub-blade-element stacking point. The lean angle is positive in the positive 
0-direction, and the lean angle X is positive in the positive z-direction (see fig. 7). 
From  geometric  considerations, it can  be shown that  the  blade-element  stacking 
point  location on the  stacking  line is given by 
'sp = 'sp, h + 6  
where 




The h subscript refers to the hub-blade-element values. The lean angles, 77 and x, 
are input  information  for  the  computer  program  and,  therefore, are presumed  to  have 
been  calculated or estimated. 
Calculation of blade-element  coordinates. - The  third  step  in  the  stacking  procedure 
is calculation of the x-y-z coordinates of the blade elements. The general conversion 
equations for calculating x-y-z coordinates from the R-E coordinates are 
x = R  sin a! cos ( -  + eic - e 
s m  a! 
y = R  sin a! sin - 
sin CY ( E + eic - 
z = z - (Rsp - R)COS CY 
SP 
where the z value of the stacking point is z and the cylindrical coordinate of the 
center of the  leading-edge  radius is 
SP 
E 
- eic - esp - (esp - eic) = e + 6  -3 SP, h  sin CY 
(37) 
(39’) 
Since the R-E corrdinatesof the leading-edge, transition, maximum thickness, and 
trailing-edge  points on the  blade-element  surfaces  have  been  calculated  previously,  the 
x-y-z  coordinates of these  particular  points  can  be  calculated  directly with  equations 
(36) to (38). 
The  blade  surface  curve fits are most conveniently made at constant z values. 
However, before particular values of z are determined, the maximum z range for the 
complete blade is found. The minimum z is found by searching the leading-edge coor- 
dinates of both surfaces of all blade elements. The maximum z is found by the  same 
type of search on the trailing-edge surface coordinates. Then, equally spaced z values 
are  calculated to cover the complete z range of the blade. 
Before the surface x and y coordinates can be found, it is necessary to calculate 
the surface R and E values at the prescribed z values. For a given element the R 
coordinate is given by equation (14). Before the E-coordinate can be found, the  surface 
tangent angle K is calculated by equation (23). The E-coordinate then is given by equa- 
tion (11) when the known values  at  the  transition  point are used  for  reference  values. 
Finally, the x-y coordinates are calculated by the general equations (36) and (37), for 
each  z  value on each  blade  element  to  complete  the  information  needed  for  the  curve 
fits across  the  blade  elements. 
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Calculation of blade-section  coordinates. - The  fourth  step  in  the  stacking  procedure 
is interpolation of the  blade-element  surface  coordinates  to  define  blade  sections.  Each 
blade section has a constant x value, so the y-z surface coordinates define the blade- 
section  profile.  The  x  values  used  in  the  program are the  x-coordinates of the  pre- 
viously  calculated  stacking  points of the  blade  elements. 
A second-order  Lagrangian  interpolation  technique is used  to  calculate  y (P, s) for a 
given x on each of the surface lines of equal z values. The blade-element coordinates, 
r " - c 1 
1.1, (p, s p 1 ,  (p, S)' ZjJ 1x2, (p, s p 2 ,  (p, S)'ZjJ and 1x 3, (P, 4 ,  y3, (P, SI' zjJ , are consecu- 
tive  points  along a z-value  line.  The  x-dimension falls within this  group of points.  The 
equation for y 
(P, s )  is 
Y(p, 5) = y1, (p, s ) w l  + y2, (p, S)W2 + y3, (p, S)W3 
where 
and 
The  coordinates  y  and ys are calculated for each z value. 
Calculation of centers of .area of blade  sections. - The  fifth  step  in  the  stacking 
procedure is the  calculation of the  center of area of each  blade  section.  The  coordinates 
of the  center of area  are  determined by dividing the area moments of the  blade sectZon 
by the area of the  blade  section.  Both  the area moments  and  the  area of the  blade  sec- 
tion are determined by numerical  integration. 
P 
The  equations  for  the area and the  area  moments of a blade  section are as follows: 
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Calculation of new blade-element  stacking  points. - The  sixth  step  in  the  stacking 
procedure is the  calculation of the new blade-element  stacking  points. A new stacking 
point for  each  blade  element is calculated by curve-fitting  the  center-of -area coordinates 
of the  blade  sections  and  finding  the  intersections of the  curve-fit with the  conic  stream- 
surface of each  element. The first approximation  for  the new y  and z coordinates 
of a new stacking  point is made by interpolating  the  center-of -area coordinates at the  old 
x Then,  using  the yand  z approximations,  an  pproximate x is calculated 
from  the following  equations: 
SP  SP 
SP' SP SP SP 
z - z  
r = r  + SP SP, old sp  , old tan CY 
(47 1 
The approximate xSD 
new y  and z
SP SP' 
tions (47) and (48). 
'A 
is then  used  to  interpolate  the  center-of  -area  coordinates  for  the 
new x is calculated by using  the new y  and z in  equa- 
SP SP SP 
To determine  whether  repositioning of the  blade  elements is necessary,  the  absolute 
differences  between  the old and new y  and z coordinates are summed in the 
manner of the  following  equation,  and  the  sum is compared  to  the  specified  tolerance 
limit  given  in  the  input.  The  equation  for  summing  the  differences is 
SP SP 
n 
= ( Iysp, new - ysp, old I + I'sp, new sp, old - 2  I> 
i= 1 
(49) 
where n is the number of blade elements. If S is within the specified tolerance limit, 
the  stacking  procedure is considered  to  be  converged  or  finished. 
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If repositioning is necessary,  the new stacking point coordinates, xsp, ysp, and 
z are used to calculate the cylindrical coordinates of the new blade-element stacking 
SP' 
points: 
+ SP 1c 
z - 2. 
Rsp, new - Ric cos (11 
- 
The  cylindrical  coordinates of the new stacking  points  are  used  in  the  second  step of the 
stacking  procedure  to  begin  another  iteration. 
FINAL CP.LCULATIONS AND OUTPUTS 
The  final  calculations  and  outputs of the  computer  program are primarily  intended 
for  use  in  the  mechanical  design  and  fabrication of a compressor  blade.  However,  the 
calculated  parameters  and  coordinates of the  blade  elements  may  be of interest  in an 
analysis of the  aerodynamic  design. For th i s  purpose,  the  parameters  and  coordinates 
of the  blade  elements are printed  out. 
The blade-element  parameters  printed out a r e  
Cone half -angle , a! 
Blade  angle at the  maximum  thickness, K~ 
Centerline  blade  angles at the  leading  edge,  the  transition  point,  and  the  trailing 
edge, K ~ ~ ,  K ~~ and K~~ 
trailing  edge, K ~ ~ ,  K and K 
trailing  edge, Kis , KtS , and KOS 
Pressure  surface  blade  angles at the  leading  edge,  the  transition point,  and the 
tP , OP 
Suction  surface  blade  angles at the  leading  edge,  the  transition  point,  and  the 
Inlet and outlet segment turning rates for the centerline, Cic and Coc 
Inlet  and  outlet  segment  turning rates for  the  pressure  surface, Cip and C 
Inlet and outlet segment turning rates for  the  suction  surface, Cis and Cos 
OP 
The  blade-element  coordinates  printed out define  the  surface  profile  and  locate  par- 
ticular  points of the  blade  elements.  The  coordinates  which  define  the  surface  profiles 
of the  blade  elements are given as x  and  y  for  the  suction  surface  and  the  pressure 
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surface at a z value for each element. These are the blade-element coordinates which 
are curve-fit to obtain the blade-section coordinates. The x-y-z coordinates of parti- 
cular  points are given at the  leading-edge  point,  maximum  thickness  point,  transition 
point,  and  trailing-edge  point on the  suction  surface,  pressure  surface, and centerline 
for  each  element. 
The  blade-section  coordinates are the  primary output of the  computer  program. 
The  locations, or x values, of the  blade  sections are determined  in  the  stacking  proce- 
dure or can  be  specified in the input. The  blade  sections are described  in two separate 
sets of coordinates. One set is called  the  unrotated  coordinates  and  uses  the  x-y-z 
coordinate  system of the  stacking  procedure  (see  fig. 9). The  other set is called  the 
Trai l ing edge7 
Y Suction  surface7 
I Maximum thickness-, / 
/ ‘\Blade-section centerline 
I 1 Leading edge 
Figure 9. - Unrotated blade section. 
rotated  coordinates  and  uses a conventional  coordinate  system for  airfoils. In the ro-  
tated  coordinate  system,  the  abscissa is tangent  to  the  radii of the  leading  and  trailing 
edges on the  pressure  side of the  blade,  and  the  ordinate is tangent  to  the  leading-edge 
radius. The abscissa is labeled L for length, and the ordinate is labeled H for height 
(see fig. 10). 
The  unrotated  coordinates for each  blade  section  are  calculated by interpolation of 
the  blade-element  coordinates  in  the  same  manner as in  the  stacking  procedure.  The 
YS 
and y coordinates, which define the suction and pressure surface profiles of the 
blade section, are calculated for  the complete range of z values. Since the z values 
generally  extend  beyond  both  edges of a blade  section, a few nonexistent  points a r e  cal- 
culated.  The  leading-edge  and  trailing-edge  coordinates on the  suction  and  pressure 
surfaces of the  blade  sections  are  calculated by interpolation of the  x-z  coordinates of 
the  blade  elements  to  obtain  the  z-coordinates,  and  then  interpolation of the  y-z  coordi- 
nates of the  blade-section  surfaces  to  obtain  the  y-coordinates. The  coordinates of the 
P 
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maximum  thickness  points  and  the  transition  points on the  suction  and  pressure  surfaces 
are calculated  in  the  same  manner.  The  center-of -area coordinates are obtained by in- 
terpolation of the x-y and the x-z coordinates of the stacking line. The coordinates of 
the  leading-edge,  maximum thickness, transition,  and  trailing-edge  points  on  the  center- 
line are obtained by interpolation of the x-y and x-z coordinates of the  points on the 
blade el em  ent s . 
,-Axis of rotation 
Axis of minimum 
moment of inertia-, 
Center of areaJ 
2 
Figure 10. - Rotated blade section. 
The  rotated  coordinates of a blade  section  are  calculated by rotation  and  translation 
of the unrotated coordinates. The angle of rotation y is the angle from the z-axis to the 
L-axis  (see  fig. 10) and is calculated by equation (53). The rotated coordinates of the 
leading-edge, maximum thickness, transition, and trailing-edge points on the  centerline, 
the  suction  surface,  and  the  pressure  surface  are  directly  calculated by equations (54) 
and (55) : 
+ (Yoc - Y i c )  - 
y = sin " 
2 2 
(zoc - Zit) + (Yoc - Yic)  
t. 









The  coordinates of the  center of area and a reference  point,  the  stacking  point of the hub 
blade  element, are also  calculated by equations (54) and (55). These two points will 
coincide if the  stacking  line is not  tilted. 
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The rotated  coordinates of the suction  and  pressure  surface  profiles  for a blade 
section are obtained at equal  increments  along the L-axis.  These  coordinates are cal- 
culated by interpolation of coordinates  obtained  by  rotation  and  translation of the unro- 
tated coordinates. These coordinates are calculated  only for points  actually on the 
blade-section  surfaces. 
Along with the  blade-section  rotated  coordinates,  several  parameters which pertain 
to  the stress analysis of the blade are calculated. These parameters  include  the  fol- 
lowing: 
(1) Blade-section area, A 
(2) Center-of -area coordinates,  and E 
(3) Moment of inertia about  the  L-axis, ILL 
(4) Moment of inertia about the H-axis, IHH 
(5) Product of inertia associated with the L-H axes, PHL 
(6) Moment of inertia about L-axis  translated  to the center of area, ILLCA 
(7) Moment of inertia about H-axis translated  to the center of area,  IHHCA 
(8) Product of inertia  associated with the L-H axes translated  to  the  center of 
area, PHLCA 
(9) Angle to the axis of minimum  moment of inertia  from the L-axis, p 
(10) Minimum moment of inertia  about  an  axis  through  the  center of area,  kin 
(11) Maximum moment of inertia  about  an  axis  through  the  center of area,  Imax 
The  equations for  calculating  these  parameters  are 
I Lmax L(Hs - Hp)dL 






L($ - HE)dL 
ILLCA = ILL - H2A 
IHHCA = IHH - A 
-2 
P~~~~ = 'HL - 
" 
HLA 
= itan-1/ "HLCA 
Imax = ILLCA + IHHCA - Imin (6 7) 
The integrals in  the  preceding  equations a r e  evaluated by a numerical  integration  techni- 
que. 
The form of the output is shown in  appendix C for  a sample  case. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The  equations  and  procedure  for  defining a complete  compressor  blade  have  been 
presented  in  the  preceding  sections.  Specific  details of a computer  program which in- 
corporates  these  equations  and  procedures  are  given  in appendix C. The details  include 
a FORTRAN IV source  deck  listing of the  program,  definitions of the  program  variables, 
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descriptions of the  subroutines,  the  input  format,  and  an output listing for a sample 
blade. 
Lewis  Research  Center, 
National  Aeronautics  and  Space  Administration, 

















area of blade  section 
rate of turning, -dK/ds 
function describing relation of E - El  to K and R for given values 
of  R1, K ~ ,  and 5 
height  coordinate for blade  section 
blade  section  moment of inertia 
length  coordinate  for  blade  section 
distance  from  vertex  to point on cone 
radial  coordinate  in  cylindrical  system 
path  length  along  blade-element  centerline or surface 
path  length  along  blade  thickness  line 
blade  thickness 
distance  from  axis of rotation  along  radial line passing  through hub- 
element  stacking point (fig. 8) 
coordinate perpendicular to z in constant x-plane (fig. 8) 
axial  coordinate  from  hub-element,  leading-edge  center 
cone half-angle (fig. 1) 
angle of axis of minimum  moment of inertia  to  L-axis  (fig. 10) 
angle of axis of rotation  to  L-axis  (fig.  10) 
circumferential  angle  coordinate of stacking  line 
angular  coordinate on conic  surface as measured  from  ray  passing 
through blade-element, leading-edge center (fig. 1) 
convenient constant on a segment,  eq. (7) 
lean angle of stacking line in r-8 plane (fig. 8) (positive in positive 
8-direction) 
local  blade  angle,  the  angle  between  the  local  R  and  the  tangent  to 
the  local  blade-element  centerline or surface  path (fig. 1) 
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h lean angle of stacking  line  in r-z plane  (fig. 8) (positive  in  positive z- 
e circumferential  angle  coordinate  in  cylindrical  coordinate  system  (positive 8- 
direction) 




















center of area 
hub element 
inlet  segment o r  leading  edge 
index  denoting  axial  location 
maximum  thickness point 
maximum  value 
minimum  value 
normal  to  blade-element  centerline 
outlet  segment  or  trailing  edge 
pressure  surface 
suction  surface 
stacking point 
transition point between  segments of blade 




- center-of-area  coordinate 
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APPENDIX B 
PARTICULAR  FORMS OF THE GENERAL EQUATIONS 
For a line of constant  turning rate C on a conical  surface,  the  differentials of the 
radial and  angular  coordinates  can  be  expressed as follows: 
dR = - - d ~  COS K (B 1) 
C 
and 
de = -  d K  sin K 
RC 
Equation (Bl) integrates  to 
R - R1 = - (sin K sin K )  1 
C 1 -  033) 
Rearrangement 
stant  C 
of equation (B3) yields a characteristic  constant [ for a line of con- 
< = RC + sin K = RIC + sin K~ (B 4) 
de = sin K d K  
sin K - [ 
However, if C = 0, K is a constant, and equation (B5) is indeterminate. A different 
equation is required for this special case. For  C = 0 or for constant K ,  E is a func- 
tion of R, and  the  differential  can  be  expressed as follows: 
de = tan K~ - dR 
R 
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In general, the indefinite integral of de is given by 
where  the  function f ( K 7  K~~ c7R7R1) has four  different  solutions  dependent on K, K 
and 5. The forms of the function are as follows: 
1 7  
(1) If K = K (i. e.,  C = 0), 1 
f ( K 7  K~~ 5,R,R1) = tan K In ( a  
(2) If K f K~ and 5 > 1, 2 
1 - 5  
- tanell - 1  
J 
(3) If K # K~ and 5 < 1, 2 
(4) If K + K~ and 5 = *l, 
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Equations for Inlet Segment of Centerline 
The  equations  for  the  inlet  segment of the  centerline are derived  from  equations 
(B4) and (B7) with the  appropriate  constants 
K~ = sin (tic - CicRc) -1 (B 13) 
These equations apply for Rc 5 Rtc. For convenience, the center of the leading edge is 
used as a reference  and,  thus, eiC = 0. 
Equations for Outlet  Segment of Centerline 
The  equations for the  outlet  segment of the  centerline  have  the  same  form as those 
for the inlet segment centerline, but have different C and 5 constants 
where etC is evaluated at the end of the  inlet  segment  centerline or  centerline  transition 
point by equation (B 14). These equations apply for R, Rtc. 
Surface  Coordinates  at  Ends of Thickness  Path 
In the  R-E  coordinate  system, a thickness  path is described by a line of constant 
angle K ~ ,  which is perpendicular  to  the  centerline 
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I 
In equation (B18), the  angle  to  the  suction  surface is given by the  plus  sign,  and  the 
angle  to  the  pressure  surface is given by the  minus  sign. 
The  differential  equations  for  the  thickness  path  in  terms of the  path  direction K~ 
and the path distance 6 are 
and 
RdE =sin K~ d6 
Integration of equation (B19) gives 
R - R = 6 COS 
C 
Substitution of d6 from equation (B19) into equation (B20) gives 
dE=tanK - dR 
n R  
Integration of equation (B22) gives 
However, if K~ = 0, K~ = &n/2 and R = R and equation (B23) becomes indeterminate. 
C’ 
Since R is a constant  for  this  special  case,  equation (B20) can  be  integrated as 
sin K~ 
E - EC” - 6 
RC 
where K~ = ~ / 2 .  
Blade  thickness is specified at three  locations:  the  leading  edge,  the  maximum 
thickness  point,  and  the  trailing  edge. At  these  three  locations,  the  suction  surface  and 
pressure  surface  coordinates are calculated by the  use of the  appropriate  thickness 
value  and  corresponding  blade  centerline  angle  in  equations (B21) and  either (B23) or 
(B24). 
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On the  suction  surface, 
Or, if K~ = 0, 
On the  pressure  surface, 
Or,  if K~ = 0, 
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APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The  blade  coordinate  computer  program  incorporates  the  equations  and  calculation 
procedures  presented  in  this  report  to  compute  the  cross-section  coordinates of a com- 
pressor  blade  composed of multiple-circular-arc  elements on conical  surfaces. In ad- 
dition  to  the  coordinates,  parameters  for stress analysis  (such  as  area,  center of area,  
and  moments of inertia) are also computed. The program  consists of a main  program 
and  several  subprograms. It is written in FORTRAN IV. The run  time on a direct- 
coupled IBM 7044-7094 system is approximately  0.01  minute  per  given  blade  element. 
and  in  the  understanding of its logic.  Included are  a description of the  input,  definitions 
of program  variables,  descriptions of subprograms, a listing of the  program,  and  a 
sample output. 
The  information  in  the  following  sections is intended  to  aid  in  the  use of the  program 
Description of Input 
The format  for  the input cards is shown in table I. The first   card in a set  of data 
is the  title  card. It is used  to  identify  the  data with alphanumeric  information, which i s  
printed out with the output data. The  second  card is a general  card  for  specification of 







tangential lean angle of stacking line r], in  degrees  (positive  in  direction 
from  pressure  surface  toward  suction  surface) 
axial lean  angle of stacking  line X ,  in  degrees  (positive  in  direction  from 
inlet  toward  outlet) 
number of blade  elements 
number of specified  radial  locations  for  desired  blade  sections of none a r e  
specified (i. e. , OP1 = 0. 0), program  computes  blade  sections at radial 
locations of stacking  points  for  all  blade  elements. )
control  variable  for output of calculated  blade-element  parameters  (angles 
and  turning  rates) and  coordinates  (Blade-element output is printed  out 
if OP2 = 1.0. ) 
tolerance  limit  for  blade-element  stacking  iteration (If the  tolerance  limit 
is set too  small,  the  stacking  procedure will require  an  excessive 
number of iterations and  may not converge. ) 
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The  next set of cards  specifies  the  geometry of the  blade  elements. As shown in  table I 
for  the first variable,  RI,  data  for  each  variable  begins  in  the first data  space on a card 
and  continues  in  succeeding  spaces  and  cards  for a total of XNR spaces. The  maximum 
number of data  per  variable (i. e. , number of blade  elements) is 24. The definitions of 
the  input  blade-element  variables  are given  in  the  main  text  under  the  section  DEVELOP- 
MENT OF EQUATIONS FOR BLADE-ELEMENT LAYOUT. The correspondence between 
variable  names  and  variable  symbols is as follows: 
RI inlet radius, ric 
RO outlet  radius, roc 
TI inlet  blade  thickness, ti 
TM maximum  blade  thickness, tm 
TO outlet  blade  thickness, to 
MC  blade  centerline  angle at inlet, K~~ 
KTC blade  centerline  angle at transition  point, KtC 
KOC blade  centerline  angle  at  outlet, K~~ 
ZMC axial distance to maximum thickness point from inlet, zmc - zic 
ZTC axial distance to transition point from inlet, ztc - zic 
ZOC axial distance to outlet from inlet, zoc - zic 
The last set  of cards  specifies  the  radial  locations XQ of the  desired  blade  sections. 
The XQ input  begins  in  the first data space  and  continues  in  succeeding  spaces  for  a  total 
of OP1 spaces. The maximum number of blade  sections is 24. 
All input data are floating-point numbers. All input angles a r e  in degrees. All 
variables with length  dimensions  must  have  the  same  unit  length. The inlet and outlet 
radii ric and roc of a blade element cannot be identical. A difference in radii of at 
least 0.1 percent of the  axial  length of the  blade  element is recommended. 
Main  Program  Var iables  and  Def in i t ions 
The  following is a list of program  variable  names with their  corresponding  symbols 
or definitions. 
FORTRAN Mathematical 
variable  symbol 
Definition 







































A z  









Angle of Imin axis (eq. (65)) 
Blade centerline, inlet segment constant (eq. (7) 
Pressure surface, inlet segment constant (eq. (7)) 
Suction  surface,  inlet  segment  constant (eq. (7)) 
Blade centerline, outlet segment constant (eq. (7)) 
Pressure surface, outlet segment constant (eq. (7)) 
Suction surface, outlet segment constant (eq. (7)) 
Local blade angle (eq. (23)) 
Distance  from  vertex  to  point on cone (eq. (14)) 
Suction surface, outlet segment, rate of turning 
(es. (15)) 
Blade  centerline , inlet  segment,  rate of turning’ 
Pressure  surface,  inlet  segment,  rate of turning 
Suction  surface,  inlet  segment,  rate of turning 
Blade centerline, outlet segment, rate of turning 
Pressure  surface,  outlet  segment,  rate of turning 
Stacking point radius 
Axial coordinate  increment 
Blade centerline, inlet segment, angular coordi- 
nate (EIC = 0.0) 
Pressure surface, inlet segment, angular coordi- 
nate (eq. (11)) 
Suction surface, inlet segment, angular coordinate 
Blade centerline, maximum thickness point, an- 
gular  coordinate 
Pressure  surface,  maximum  thickness  point,  an- 



















































Suction  surface,  maximum  thickness  point,  angular 
coordinate 
Blade centerline, outlet segment, angular coordi- 
nate 
Pressure  surface , outlet  segment,  angular  coordir 
nate 
Suction surface, outlet segment, angular coordinate 
Blade centerline, angular coordinate on z cuts 
Pressure surface, angular coordinate on z cuts 
Suction surface, angular coordinate on z cuts 
Lean angle of stacking line in r-8 plane 
Blade centerline, transition point, angular coordi- 
nate 
Pressure surface, transition point, angular coor- 
dinate 
Suction surface, transition point, angular coordi- 
nat  e 
Angle of L-axis  from axis of rotation (eq. (53)) 
Blade section, center-of-area coordinate (eq. (58)) 
Index used  to  denote  blade  element 
Integers 1, 2 ,  o r  3 denoting whether transition is 
ahead  of,  equal to, o r  behind  maximum  thickness 
Blade  section  moment of inertia  (eq. (60)) 
Blade  section  moment of inertia  (eq.  (63)) 
Blade  section  moment of inertia  (eq.  (59)) 
Blade  section  moment of inertia  (eq. (62)) 
Blade  section,  maximum  moment of inertia 
(es.  (67)) 
(es. (66)) 









































Index  denoting  position  in  z-direction 
Index denoting  position  in  x-direction 
Blade centerline, leading-edge, local blade angle 
Pressure surface, leading-edge, local blade angle 
Suction  surface,  leading-edge,  local  blade  angle 
Maximum  thickness  point,  local  blade  angle 
Blade centerline, trailing-edge, local blade angle 
Pressure  surface,  trailing-edge,  local  blade  angle 
Suction surface,  trailing-edge,  local  blade  angle 
Blade  centerline,  transition  point,  local  blade 
angle 
Pressure  surface,  transition  point,  local  blade 
angle 
Suction  surface,  transition  point,  local  blade  angle 
Lean angle of stacking line in r-z plane 
Number of input radii 
Number of blade  sections 
Number of z values 
Number of blade-section  locations  specified  in input 
Control  variable  for  printed output of blade- 
element  coordinates  and  parameters 
Blade  section  product of inertia  (eq. (61)) 
Blade  section  product of inertia  (eq. (64)) 
Stacking point radius 
Blade centerline, leading-edge, radial coordinate 
Blade centerline, leading-edge radius 
Pressure surface, leading-edge radius 









































' S  
Definition 
Blade  centerline,  maximum  thickness point radius 
Pressure  surface , maximum  thickness point radius 
Suction  surface,  maximum  thickness point radius 
Blade centerline, trailing-edge, radial coordinate 
Blade centerline, trailing-edge radius 
Pressure  surface,  trailing-edge  radius 
Suction surface, trailing-edge radius 
Blade  centerline,  transition point radius 
L 
Pressure  surface,   transit ion point radius 
Suction  surface,  transition point radius 
Temporary  storage  locations 
Relative  stacking  point,  circumferential  angle co- 
o r dinat  e 
Blade centerline, leading-edge, circumferential 
angle  coordinate 
Blade centerline, circumferential angle coordinate 
Pressure  surface , circumferential  angle  coordinate 
Suction  surface , circumferential  angle  coordinate 
Leading-edge  blade  thickness 
Blade thickness at maximum thickness point ' 
Blade-element  stacking  tolerance  limit 
Blade-element  stacking  tolerance  (eq. (99)) 
Trailing-edge  blade  thickness 
Temporary  storage  locations 
Computed  values of x-coordinate  for  blade  sections 
Stacking point x-coordinates 
Blade section, center-of-area H-coordinate 
Blade  section,  centerline,  leading-edge  H-coordinate 
c 
FORTRAN Mathematical 
variable  symbol 
Definition 
XHIP "" Blade section, pressure surface, leading-edge H- 
coordinate 
Blade section, suction surface, leading-edge H- 
coordinate 
XHMC _"_ Blade section, centerline, maximum thickness 
point  H-coordinate 
XHMP Blade section, pressure surface, maximum thick- 
ness point  H-coordinate 
"" 
XHMS Blade  section,  suction  surface,  maximum  thickness 
point  H-coordinate 
Blade section, centerline, trailing-edge H- 
coordinate 
XHOC Hoc 
XHOP Blade section, pressure surface, trailing-edge H- 
coordinate 
XHOS Blade section, suction surface, trailing-edge H- 
coordinate 
XHTC Htc Blade section, centerline, transition point H- 
coordinate 
XHTP HtP Blade section, pressure surface, transition point 
H-coordinate 
XHTS Hts Blade  section,  suction  surface,  transition point H- 
coordinate 





Pressure surface, leading-edge x-coordinate 
Suction  surface,  leading-edge  x-coordinate 
Blade section, center-of-area L-coordinate 
Blade section, centerline, leading-edge L- 
coordinate 

























X mc  
X mP 





Blade section, suction surface, leading-edge L- 
coordinate 
Blade section, centerline, maximum thickness 
point  L-coordinate 
Blade section, pressure surface, maximum thick- 
ness point  L-coordinate 
Blade section, suction surface, maximum thickness 
point  L-coordinate 
Blade section, centerline, trailing-edge L- 
coordinate 
Blade section, pressure surface trailing-edge L- 
coordinate 
Blade section, suction surface, trailing-edge L- 
coordinate 
Blade section,  reference point (hub blade element 
stacking  point)  L-coordinate 
Blade section, centerline, transition point L- 
coordinate 
Blade section, pressure surface, transition point 
L-coordinate 
Blade section, suction surface, transition point 
L-  coordinate 
Blade  centerline,  maximum  thickness  point  x- 
coordinate 
Pressure  surface,  maximum  thickness point x- 
coordinate 
Suction surface,  maximum  thickness point x- 
coordinate 
Blade centerline, trailing-edge x-coordinate 
Pressure  surface,  trailing-edge  x-coordinate 






















Input values of x-coordinate  for  desired  blade 
sections 
Blade pressure  surface  abscissa 
Blade  centerline,  transition  point  x-coordinates 
Pressure  surface,  transition point x-coordinates 
Suction surface,  transition point x-coordinates 
Blade centerline, leading-edge y-coordinates 
Pressure  surface,  leading-edge y-coordinates 
Suction surface, leading-edge y-coordinates 
Blade  centerline,  maximum  thickness point y- 
coordinates 
Pressure  surface,  maximum  thickness point y- 
coordinates 
Suction surface,  maximum  thickness point y- 
coordinates 
Blade centerline, trailing-edge y-coordinates 
Pressure surface, trailing-edge y-coordinates 
Suction surface,  trailing-edge  y-coordinates 
Blade pressure  surface  y-coordinates 
Blade  suction  surface  y-coordinates 
Blade  centerline,  transition  point  y-coordinates 
Pressure  surface,  transition point y-coordinates 
Suction surface,  transition point y-coordinates 
Value of yic at  a given blade section 
Value of y at a given blade section 
Value of yis at  a given blade section 
Value of ymc at a given blade section 

















































Z t c  
z 
tP 




Value of y, at a given blade section 
Value of yo, at a given blade section 
Value of y at a given  blade section 
Value of yo, at a given blade section 
Value of ytc at  a given blade section 
Value of y at  a given blade section 
Value of yts at a given blade section 
Stacking point axial coordinate 
Blade centerline, leading-edge z-coordinates 
Pressure  surface,  leading-edge z-coordinates 
Suction surface,  leading-edge z-coordinates 




Pressure  surface,  maximum  thickness point z- 
coordinates 
Suction surface,  maximum  thickness point z- 
coordinates 
Blade centerline, trailing-edge z-coordinates 
Pressure surface, trailing-edge z-coordinates 
Suction surface, trailing-edge z-coordinates 
Blade centerline,  transition point z-coordinates 
Pressure  surface,   transit ion point z-coordinates 
Suction surface,  transition point z-coordinates 
Values of equally  spaced  z-increments  computed 
to  obtain  x-y  cuts 
Value of zic at  a given blade section 
Value of z at  a given  blade  section 




variable  symbol 
Definition 
ZMCX(K) "" 








Value of zmc at a given blade section 
Value of z at a given  blade  section 
Value of zms at a given blade section 
Value of zoc at a given blade section 
Value of z at a given blade section 
Value of zos at a given blade section 
Value of ztc at a given blade section 
Value of z at a given blade section 




Description of Subroutines 
The  subroutines  used  in  this  program are listed below  along  with their  call se- 
quence, purpose, and variable definitions. 
the  equation of a constant dK/ds curve which passes  through two known points  and at a 
given slope at one of the  points.  Refer  to  equations (7), (ll), and (15) for  the  functional 
relations. 
K2 
C  C Unknown curvature  constant 
Subroutine  ITER(K2,  C, B, K1, E 1, R1, E2, R2,  XK). - A routine to iteratively  solve for 
K 2  Unknown slope at point  2 
B r Unknown curve  constant
K1 





Known slope at point 1 
Angular  coordinate of point 1 
Radial  coordinate of point 1 






"- An initial estimate of K~ 
Radial  coordinate of point  2 
45 
B 
Subroutine  ITERl(KT,  RT,  ET, KM, RM, EM, B, C,  RTC,  ETC,  KTC). - A routine  to 
iteratively  solve  for  the  R-E  coordinates of the  transition point on either  the  pressure 
surface o r  the  suction  surface.  Refer  to  equations (ll), (21) to (23), and (25) for  the 
functional  relations. 
FORTRAN Mathematical 
variable  symbol 
KT 
RT 








Unknown surface  transition point  blade  angle 
Unknown surface  transition point radial  coordinate 
Unknown surface  transition point  angular  coordi- 
nate 
Km(P, s) 
Rm (P, s) 
Surface  maximum  thickness  point  blade  angle 
Surface  maximum  thickness  point  radial  coordi- 
nat  e 




RTC Rtc Blade  cent rline , transition point , radial  coordinate 
%, o h ,  SI 
C(i, o>(P, SI 
Surface  curve  constant 
Surface  curvature  constant 
E TC €tc Blade  centerline , transition  point,  angular  coordi- 
nate 
KTC K t C  Blade centerline,  transition point , blade  ang e 




xj (P, s> 
y j  (P, s )  
-" Number of points  in  theg ven  vector 
Abscissa  vector 
Corresponding  ordinate  vector 
x1 
Y 1  
X Given  argument 
y(P, s) 
Interpolated  ordinate, (i. e . ,  Y 1  = W(X1)) 
46 
Subroutine CGS(YCG,  ZCG, YIPX,  ZIPX, YISX,  ZISX, YPX, YSX, NZ, ZX, YOPX, ZOPX, 
YOSX, ZOSX). - A routine  to  calculate  the  center of a rea  of a blade  section. 
~ ~~ 
FORTRAN Mathematical  Definition 
variable  symbol 
YCG -" Value of yca of the  blade  section
ZCG 
YIPX 
Value of zca of the blade section 
Value of y of the blade section iP 
ZIPX "- Value of z of the  blade  section iP 
YISX "- Value of yis of the  blade  ection
z ISX "- Value of zis of the  blade  section 
Y PX (J) yP Blade  pressure  surface  ordinates of the  blade 
section 
YSX(J) Y S  Blade  suction  surface  ordinates of the  blade  sec- 
tion 





"- Value of y of the  blade  section 
Values of z for all z stations 
O P  
ZOPX "- Value of z of the  blade  section 
O P  
YOSX "_  Value of yo, of the blade section 
zosx "_ Value of zos of the blade section 
Subroutine -~ FM(A, B). - A routine  to  determine  the  arcsin of a given  value  and  pre- 
vent  computation of the  arcsin of a value  greater  than 1.0 or l e s s  than -1.0. 
A 
B 
"- Given  value 
"- Computed  arcsin (A) 
Subroutine CGSl(X). - A routine  to  calculate  the  center of area, moment of inertia, 
minimum  moment of inertia,  and axis of minimum  moment of inertia  for a blade  section 
in the L -H coordinate system. 
. .~ 
X L Chordwise  abscissa 
H P  
HS HS Blade  suction  surface  ordinate 
HP 








v 2  












Number of chordwise  abscissas 
Chordwise  abscissa 
Blade  suction  surface  ordinate  associated with X1 
Blade  pressure surface ordinate  associated with 
x1 
Temporary  storage for function  value 
Temporary  storage  for  integral  value 
Blade-section area 
Center -of -area coordinate 
Center-of -area  coordinate 
Moment of inertia about H-axis 
Moment of inertia about L-axis 
P r  
Product of inertia, PHL = JJ HL 
I 
48 
Subroutine -(X, XM, N). - A  routine  which  selects  the  maximum  value of a vet- 
tor. 
X 
XM "- Maximum  value of X 
N 
"- Given  vector
-" Number of points  in X 
Subroutine XMIN(X, XM, N). - A routine  which  selects  the  minimum  value of a vec- 
tor. 
X 
XM -" Minimum  value of X 
N 
"_ Given vector 
"- Number of points  in X 
Subroutine  NEED(IC, I). - A routine  which directs the  computation of the  curves  for 
the  pressure  and  suction  surfaces of a blade  element. 
IC "- Integer (1, 2, or 3) denoting  whether  transition 
point is at, ahead of, o r  behind  maximum  thick- 
ness point 
Index corresponding  to  blade  element  to be com- 
puted 
"_ 
Function SUBF(X, XO, B, R, RO). - A subprogram  to  compute  the  function 
f ( K ,  K ~ ,  0, R,  Ro) as given in appendix B. 
FORTRAN Mathematical 
variable  symbol 
Definition 
X K Slope of curve  at a point 
x0 
KO 
Slope of curve at a reference point 
B 0 Curve  constant 
R  R  Radial coordinate of point 
RO 
RO 
Radial  coordinate of reference point 
Subroutine INTGR(L, X1,  X2,  X3). - A routine  to  evaluate  three  definite  integrals  de- 
finedby equations (28), (29), and (30). 
L "- Index  denoting  blade  elem nt 
x1 
x2 
x3 "- Value of integral J d~ 
Function ADJ@). - A subprogram  to  adjust  the  increment D to a value not less 
than D and having a single significant figure of 1, 2, or 5. 
D "- Increment 
Subroutine  RAEP(RP, RS, EP, ES,  RC, EC, XKC, TC). - A routine  to  calculate  the 
conical  coordinates of surface  points at the  ends of a thickness  path of a blade  element. 
Refer to equations (16), (19), (21), and (22) for functional relations. 
RP 
RS R(i, m, 0)s R-coordinate  for  suction  surface  p int
E P  E E-coordinate  f r  pressure  surface point 
", 0)P R-coordinate for pressure  surface point 
(i, m, 0)P 
ES 
RC 
E (i, m, 0 ) s  
R(i, m,  o)c 
E-coordinate  for  suction  surface  point 




(i, m, 0)c  
(i, m, 0)c 
E-coordinate  for  centerline  point 
K at centerline point 
Blade  thickness 
?i, m, 0) 
49 
I 
Subroutine  FNTGRL(N, DX, FX,  SFX). - A Lewis  system  subroutine  to  numerically 
evaluate  the  integral of a function  defined at any  number of equally  spaced  intervals. 
FORTRAN Mathematical  Definition 




”- Number of stations 
dx Size of interval 
f ( 4  Values of function at each  station 
SFX  Values of integral 
Subroutine SORTXY(X, Y, N). - A Lewis  system  subroutine  to  rearrange  the N 
values  in  the  X-array  in  order of increasing  size  and  move  the  values of the  Y-array 




”- Independent a r ray  
“_ Dependent a r ray  
”- Number of values 








THEC.G( I ) = X I N T l / X I N T 3 / S N A L P  
CRCGl I )=X  i N T 2 / X I N T 3  




T HECGfl=THECG  (NR ) 
ZCGOr(CRCG(NRJ-RIC(NR))*CALP(NR) 
R CGOaRCGt NR 1 
CALC. OF BLADE  LEMENT  COORDINATES 
DO 6 I = l r N R  
T l = T A E 2  
T 2=RtG( I )  / R C M  
T 3 = T A E / T 2 / f  l.+Tl)*(SQRT(T2**2*(1~+Tl)-Tl)-l~~ 
D E C U I  ) = A R S I N ( T 3 )  
ZCG(.I)=ZCGO+(RCG(I  1-RCGO)*TNL 
T l = T A L P f  1 )  
T=SALP( I )  
ZIC(I)=ZCG(I)-(CRCG(I)-RIC(I))*CALP(I) 
T4=DELT(  I ) - T h E C G ( I )  
THETA1  I )=THECGO+T4 
X IC ( .€ )=RI  I I ) *COS(T41  
X I P ( J ) = R I P I  I ) * T * C O S ( E I P ( I   ) / T + T 4 )  
X I S ( d ) = R I S (  I ) * T * C O S ( E I S ( I ) / T + T 4 )  
XTCf   d )=RTC(  I ) + T * C O S ( E T C ( I ) / T + T 4 )  
X T P ( I ) = R T P (  I ) * T * C O S ( E T P ( I   ) / T + T 4 )  
X T S t I ) = R T S ( I ) * T * C O S ( E T S O / T + T 4 )  
XMC(J)=RNC( I ) *T*COS(EMC( I   ) /T+T4)  
XMP( I ) = R H P (  I )*T*COS(EMPf I ) / T + T 4 )  
X H S (  J)=RWS( I ) * T * C O S I E H S ( I ) / T + T 4 )  
XOC($)=ROC( I ) *T*COS(EOC( I   1 /T+T4)  
XOPf   I )=R f lP (  I )*T*COSIEOP( I ) / T + T 4 )  
X@S(. I I=ROS(  I )*T*COS(EOS( I ) / T + T 4 1  
c 
T 5 = Z I C f  I I - R I C ( t l * C A L P ( I )  
T 6=CALP( I 1 
Z I P ( 3   ) = T S + R I P (  I ) * T 6  
Z 1st I )=TS+R IS( I )*T6 
Z TCt.1  )=TS+RTC( I ) * T 6  
ZTP( . I )=T5+RTP(  I)*T6 
ZTS(. . I )=T5+RTS( I ) * T 6  
ZMC( I )=TS+RMC( I ) * T 6  
Z M P ( J ) = T S + R M P f   I ) * T 6  
Z MS( 1 )=TS+RMS( I ) * T 6  
Z O C I I ) = T S + R O C I   I ) * T 6  
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C 
Z O P ( I ) = T S + R f l P ( I ) * T 6  














Y I P (  
Y IS( 
YTCf  
Y T P I  








I )  =RCG( I ) * S I N (   D E L T (  I ) ) 
: I B = R I I I ) * S I N ( T 4 )  
: J ) = R I P (  I ) * T * S I N ( E I P (  I ) / T + T 4 )  
I ) = R I S (   I ) * T * S I N ( E I S I I ) / T + T 4 )  
I ) = R T C (  I ) * T * S I N ( E T C ( I   ) / T + T 4 )  
' I ) = R T P (   I ) * T * S I N ( E T P ( I ) / T + T 4 )  
X)=RTS( I ) * T * S I N ( E T S I  I ) / T + T 4 )  
I ) = R H P (  I ) *T*S IN(EHP(  I I / T + T 4 )  
'I)=RMC(I)*T*SIN(EHC(I)/T+T4) 
I ) = R H S (  1 ) *T*S IN IEMS(  I ) / T + T 4 )  
,1 )=ROC(  I ) * T * S I N ( E O C f I   ) / T + T 4 )  
J;)=ROP( I ) * T * S I N ( E O P ( I   ) / i + T 4 )  
~ I )=ROSI  I ) *T*SIN(EOSf  I )  /T+T4)  
' I I = R C G (  I ) * C O S ( O E L T ( i )  I 
N X=NR 
L t N R + l - K  
X (K   ) rXCG(  L 1 
00 7 K=l.NX 
DO 8 K=l .NX 
C A L L   S I N T P  ( X I P I Z I P . N R I X ( K ) ~ Z I P X ( K ) )  
C A L L   S I N T P  (XISIZISINRIX(K).ZISX(K)~ 
C A L L   S I N T P  ( X O P , Z O P . N R r X ( K ) r Z O P X ( K ) )  
C A L L   S I N T P  ( X O S * Z O S . N R I X ( K ) ~ Z O S X ( K ) )  
CONT.JNUE 
CALL XMIN (ZIPX.ZL.NX) 
CALL  XHIN (z ISX.Z~.NX) 
ZMIN=AHIN1121 .Z2)  
CALL  XHAX (ZOSX.Zl .NXI 
CALL  XHAX (ZOPXIZZ .NX)  
Z M A X = A M A X l ( Z l r Z 2 )  
DZ=(  ZNAX-ZHIN)  / 3 0 .  
Z X ( I I = D Z * I A I N T ( Z H I N / D Z ) - l . l  
DZ=ADJ ( DZ 1 
DO 9 132.32 
Z X (   I d = Z X (  1-1 ) + D L  
I F  I Z X ( I ) - G T . Z H A X )  GO TO 10 
NZ= I 
00 17 J = l r N Z  
00 I.? I=L.NR 
T=SALP I I 
T2=TALP(  I ) 
RZ=R.I(I)+(ZX(J)-ZIC(I)I*T2 
CAPRZ=RIC(I)+(ZX(J)-ZIC(I))/CALP(I) 
I F  (GAPRZ.GT.RTC(I)) GO TO 11 
SNCPzR  IC(  I ) - C I C (  I )*CAPRZ 
CALL  F I X  (SNCP.CAPPA) 
EPC=SUBF(CAPPA.KIC(I1.BIC(I)rCAPRZ.RIC(I)) 
GO TQ 12 
SNCPFROC( I ) -Cf lC( I )*CAPRZ 
CALL. F I X  ( SNCP 9 CAPPA ) 
E P C = f T C ( I ) + S U R F ( C A P P A I K T t o r B O C ( I ~ ~ B ~ ( I ) ~ C A P R Z ~ R T C ( I ~ ~  
I F (CAPRZ.GT.RTP(1 ) GO TO 13 
SNCPsB  IP (  I ) - C I P (  I )*CAPRZ 




GI! T.0 14 
13 SNCPzBOPt I )-COP( I )*CAPRZ 
CALL  F I X  (SNCPVCAPPA) 
EPP=ETP( I  ) + S U B F 1 C A P P A r K T P ( I I r S U P ( I ) . C A P R Z + R T P (  I ) )  
14 I F  (CAPRL.GT.RTS(1)) GO TO 15 
SNCP=BIS(  I)-CIS( I )*CAPRZ 
C A L L  F IX (SNCPrCAPPA)  
EPS=EIS(I)+SUBF(CAPPA,KIS(I),BIS(I),CAPRZ,RIS(I)) 
GO TO 16 
15 SNCP=BOS( I )-CAS( I )*CAPRZ 
CALL  F I X  ( SNCPvCAPPA) 
fPS=ETS(I)+SUBF~CAPPA~KTS(I)+BOS(I)+CAPRZrRTS~I)) 
16 THETACf Jr  I )=THETA( I )+EPC/T 
T k F T A P t  J+ I )=THETA( I )+EPP/T 
THETAS( J+ I )=THETA( I )+FPS/T 
X P ( J + I ) = R Z * C C S I T H E T A P ( J r I   ) - T H E C G O )  
XS( J.1 I=RZ*COS(  THETAS[ J r I  I-THECGO) 
Y P ~ J + I ) = R Z * S I N ( T H E T A P O - T H E C G O )  
Y S I J ~ P ) = R Z * S I N ( T H E T A S ~ J r I ) - T H E C G O )  
17 CONTZNUE 
C 
C CALC. OF BLADE  SECTION  COORDINATES  THRU  BLADE  ELEMENT 
C STACKING  POINTS 
DO 20 K = l p N X  
D@ 19 J=l .MZ 
DO 18 I = L + N R  
V ( I I = X P ( J + I )  
V 1( I J = Y P (  JP 11 
V 2 (  PJ=XS( J .1 )  
18 V 3 (   I J = Y S (  J v  I )  
C A L L   S J N T P   ( V r V l + N R r X ( K ) r Y P X ( J ) !  
19 C A L L   S I N T P  t V 2 + V 3 r N R r X ( K )   r Y S X (  J ) )  
WRITE ( 2 )  ( Y S X ( J ) r S = l r N Z ) r ( Y P X ( J ) r J = l r N Z )  
C b L L  S I N T P  ( Z X r Y S X + N Z r Z I S X ( K l r Y I S X ( K )  1 
C A L L  S I N T P  l ZXrYSXrNP+ZOSX(K) r  YOSX(K) )  
C A L L  S I N T P  t Z X r Y P X r N Z r Z I P X ( K )  r Y I P X ( K )  1 





C CALC. OF BLADE  SECTION  C NTER OF AREA 
DO 2.1 K I l r N X  
READ ( 2 )  I Y S X ( J ) + J = l * N Z ) r  ( Y P X (  J ) r J = l + N Z )  
21 CALL CGS ( Y C ( J X ( K ) + Z C G X ( K ) r Y I P X ( K ) . Z I P X ( K ) r Y I S X ( K ) r Z I S X ( K ) + Y P X r Y S X +  
1 N Z + Z X r Y O P X ~ K ) r f O P X ~ K ) ~ Y O S X ( K ) r Z O S X ( K ) )  
C 
t CALC. OF  DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BLADE  ELEMENT  STACKING 
c POINTS AND BLADE  SECTION NTERS OF AREA 
DO 2 2  I - l v N R  
caLL STNTP (X.ZCGX+NX.XCG(I)~ZCGRI 
C A L L   S I N T P   ( X I Y C G X ~ N X . X C G ( I ) ~ Y C G R )  
DRCG=(  ZCGR-ECG( I )  ) *TALP(  I )  
XCGR=SORT( (RCG( I )+DRCG )**2-YCGR**2) 
C A L L   S I N T P  (XIZCGXINX~XCGRIZCGR) 
CALL.  SINTP  (XoYCGXtNXrXCGR9YCGR) 



























DO 32 J = l r N Z  
DO 3.1 I = l r N R  
V ( I ) R X P ( J I I )  
V l( I.J=YP( Jr I )  
V 2 (  I )=XS( Jr I )  
V 3 (  I . )=YS(  Jr I 
C A L L   S I N T P  ( V I  V l r N R r X O ( K )   v Y P X (  JI 1 
C A L L   S I N T P   ( V Z r V 3 r N R . X Q ( K l r Y S X ( J ) )  
CALL.  SINTP (XIPIZIPINRTXQ(K)~ZIPX(K) 1
CALL .S INTP (XISrZISrNRrXO(K)rZISX(K) 1 
C A L L   S I N T P  ( X n P r Z O P r N R r X O ( K ) r Z 6 P X ( K ) )  
C A L L  S I N T P  ( X O S r Z O S r N R r X O ( K ) r Z O S X ( K )  1 
C A L L   S I N T P  ( Z X r Y S X r N Z r Z I S X ( K ) r Y I S X ( K ) )  
C A L L   S I N T P  ( Z X r Y S X r N Z r Z O S X f K ) r Y O S X ( K ) )  
C A L L   S I N T P  I Z X r Y P X r N Z r Z I P X ( K ) r Y I P X ( K ) )  
C A L L   S I N T P  ( Z X r Y P X r N Z r Z O P X ( K ) r Y O P X ( K )  1 
WRITE (2) ( Y S X ( J ) r J = l r N Z ) r ( Y P X ( J ) r J = l r N Z )  
CONTXNlJE 
R EH IN0 2 
00 35 K = l r N X O  
Z I C X f K  )= ,5 * (  Z I S X ( K ) + Z I P X ( K )  1 
C A L L   S I N T P  (XMCrZMC.NRrXO(K)  rZMCX(K1)  
C A L L   S I N T P  ( X H P r Z H P r N R r X O ( K )   r Z H P X ( K )  I 
CALL  SJNTP ( X H S . Z H S v N R r X O ( K ) r Z M S X ( K )  
ZOCXIK ) = , 5 * (  M S X ( K ) + Z O P X ( K )  1 
CdLL.   SINTP ( X T C r Z T C r N R r X O ( K ) r Z T C X ( K ) )  
C A L L  S I N T P  ( L T P r Z T P * N R * X Q ( K ) r Z f P X ( K )  1 
C A L L  S I N T P  ( X T S . Z T S r N R r X O ( K )  r Z T S X ( K ) )  
Y I C X S K   ) = - 5 * ( Y I S X ( K ) + Y I P X ( K ) )  
C A L L   S I N T P  ( X M C r Y H C * N R r X O ( K ) r Y ~ C X ( K ) )  
READ ( 2 )  ( Y S X ( J ) r J = l r N Z ) r ( Y P X ( J ) . J = l r N Z )  
C b L L   S I N T P  ( Z X r Y P X * N Z * Z M P X ( K ) r Y H P X ( K ) )  
C A L L   S I N T P  ( Z X r Y S X r N Z r Z M S X ( K ) r Y H S X ( K ) )  
YOCXtK )=. 5*( YDSX(K  )+YOPX(K) 1 
C A L L  S I N T P  ( X T C r Y T C r N R r X O ( K )  r Y T C X ( K )  
C A L L   S I N T P  ( Z X r Y P X r N Z r Z T P X ( K ) r Y T P X ( K ) )  
. C A L L   S I N T P  ( Z X r Y S X r N Z r Z T S X ( K ) r Y T S X ( K ) )  
.T IX (K)=SQRT(  (ZISX(K)-ZIPX(K))**2+(YISX(K)-YIPX(K))**Z) 
TOX(K)=SBRTI   (ZOSX(K) -ZOPX(K)  ) * * 2 + ( Y O S X ( K ) - Y O P X ( K ) l * * 2 )  
C4LL. S I N T P  ( X H C r T H r N R r X O ( K )  * T H X ( K ) )  
C A L L   S I N T P  ( M : G r Y C G t N R r X O ( K ) r Y C G X ( K ) )  
C A L L  S I N T P  f X C G r Z C G r N R r X O ( K ) r Z C G X ( K ) )  
C@Nf. INUE 
REWIND 2 
DO 36 K - l r N X Q  
WRITE ( 6 , 5 9 1  X O ( K ) r Z I C X I K ) r Z M C X ( K )  r Z T C X ( K ) r Z O t X ( K ) r Z I P X ( K ) r Z M P X ( K )  
19 Z T ~ X I K i ~ Z O P X ( K ) r Z ? S X ( K ) r Z H S X ( K ) r Z T S X ( K ) r Z T S X ( K ) r Z O S X ( K ) r Z C ~ X ( K ) ~ Y I C X ( K ) ~ Y  
Z M C X I # ) r Y T C X ( K ) r Y O C X ( K ) r Y I P X ( K )  r Y H P X ( K ) r Y T P X ( K ) r Y O P X ( K ) r Y I S X ( K ) r Y M S  
3 X ( K I * Y T S X ( K   ) r Y O S X ( K )   r Y C C X ( K ) r T I X ( K )   r T M X ( K 1   r T O X ( K )  
P R I N T  OUT UNROTATED  BLADE  SECTION  COORDINATES 
READ ( 2 )  ( Y S X ( J ) r J = l r N Z ) r ( Y P X ( J ) r J = l v N Z )  
DO 36 J X l p N Z  
WRITE (6.60) Z X ( J ) r Y P X ( J i r Y S X ( J )  
REWIND 2 
CALC, OF ROTATED BLADE SECTION  COORDINATES 
DO 42 K = l r N X Q  
READ (2) ( Y S X ( J ) r J = l r N Z ) r ( Y P X ( J ) r J = l r N Z )  
T I = L O C X I K ) - Z I C X ( K )  
T2=,5* (TOX(K) -T IX(K) )  
T3=YOCX(K) -Y ICX(K)  
56 
SGX=I-T1*T2+T3*SQRT(Tl**2+T3**2-T2**2) ) / (T1**2+T3**2)  
.G X= Ails IN( SGX D 
C GXcCOS (GX 1 
GAHXl  K )=DEGRAD*GX 
T 2 = 7 1 X ( K ) / 2 .  
00  32 J = l r N Z  
T =ZX1 J 1-2 I C X  (K ) 
V I ( J ) = ( Y S X I J ) - Y I C X ( K I ) * C G X - T * S G X + T 2  
V 2 (   J # = I Y P X (  J ) -YICX(K)  j *CGX-T*SGX+T2 
V3(J   )= (YSX(J   ) -Y ICX(K)   ) *SGX+T*CGX+T2 
37 V 4 ( J # = ( Y P X (  J )-YICX(K)  )*SGX+T*CGX+T2 
X H I C F T ~  
X HOCFTOX( K 1 /2. 
T 3=Y.ICX( K 1 
T4=ZTCX(K 1 
X H M C ~ ( Y M C X ( K ) - T 3 ) * C G X - ( Z H C X ( K ) - T 4 ) * S G X + T 2  
XHTC=(  YTCXtK  )-T3)*CGX-(ZTCX(K)-T4)  *SGX+T2 
X P I P r ( Y I P X I K ) - T 3 ) * C G X - ( Z I P X ( K ) - T 4 ) * S G X + T 2  
X H M P X ( Y M P X ( K ) - T ~ ) * C G X - ( Z M P X ( K ) - T ~ ) * S G X + T ~  
X H O P , r ( Y O P X ( K ) - T 3 ) * C G X - ( Z O P X ( K ) - T 4 ) * S G X + T 2  
X K T P + ( Y T P X ( K I - T 3 ) * C G X - ( Z T P X ( K . ) - T 4 ) * S G X + T 2  
X H I S F ( Y I S X ( K ~ - T ~ ) * C G X - ( Z I S X ( K ) - T ~ ) * S G X + T ~  
XHMSt(YHSX(K ) -T3 ) *CGX- (ZHSX(K) -T4 ) *SGX+T2  
X H U S F ( Y O S X ( K ) - T ~ ) * C G X - ( Z O S X ( K ) - T ~ ) * S G X + T ~  
XHTST(   YTSXfK ) - T 3 ) * C G X - ( Z T S X ( K ) - T 4 ) * S G X + T Z  
X H S P = I Y C G ( N R ) - T 3 ) * C G X - ( Z C G ( N R ) - T 4 ) * S G X + T 2  
XHCG=(YCGX(K ) - T 3 ) * C G X - ( Z C G X ( K ) - T 4 ) * S G X + T 2  
XLMC=(YMCX(K ) -T3 ) *SGX+(ZMCX(K) -T4 ) *CGX+T2  
X L O C r ( Y O C X ( K ) - T 3 ) * S G X + ( Z O C X ( K ) - T 4 ) * C G X + T 2  
X L T C F ( Y T C X ( K ) - T ~ ) * S G X + ( Z T C X ( K ) - T ~ ) * C G X + T ~  
X L I P E ( Y I P X ( K ) - T ~ ) * S G X + ( Z L P X ( K ) - T ~ ) * C G X + T ~  
XLMP=(  YMPX( K )-T3)*SGX+(  ZMPX(K)-T4)  *CGX+T2 
X L O P F ( Y O P X ( K ) - T ~ ) + S G X + ( Z O P X ( K ) - T ~ ) * C G X + T ~  
X L T P . G ( Y T P X ( K I - T ~ ) * S G X + ( Z T P X ( K ) - T ~ ) * C G X + T Z  
X L I S ~ ( Y I S X ( K ) - T 3 ) * S G X + ( Z I S X ( K ) - T 4 ) * C G X + T 2  
X L M S . F ( Y M S X ( K ) - T ~ ) * S G X + ( Z M S X ( K ) - T ~ ) * C G X + T ~  
XLOSs(YOSX(K ) -T3 ) *SGX+(ZOSX(K) -T4 ) *CG&+T2 
X L T S x ( Y T S X ( K  ) - T 3 ) * S G X + ( Z T S X ( K ) - T 4 I * C G X + T 2  
X L S P = ( Y C G ( N R ) - T 3 ) * S G X + ( Z C G ( N R ) - T 4 ) * C G X + T 2  
XLCG=(YCGXIK ) - T 3 ) * S G X + ( Z C G X ( K ) - T 4 ) * C G X + T 2  
XL( 1 L=O.  
DL=Xl.OC/53. 
DL=ADJ (DL 
x L r c = T z  
C 
C 
x k s ( a ) = x ~ ~ c  
XHP(b)=XHS(  1 )  
X L (   2 3 = X L I C  
X L (   3 ) = D L  
DO 38 J = 4 r 5 5  
L OUTxJ 
X L  ( J #=XL( J- 1 )+DL 
38 I F  (XL(J),GE.XLOC) GO TO 39 
39 L OUT,=LOUT + 1 
x L ( LOUT- 1 1 =XLOC 
X L (  LDUT)=XLOC+XHOC 
XHS(AOUT)=XHOC 
XHP(.LDUT)=XHS(LOUT) 
J H=LCJUT- 1 












4 5  
46 
47 
4 8  
49 
50 




5 5  
56 
5 7  




C A L L   S I N T P  ( V 3 r V l * N Z r X L ( J ) r X H S ( J ) I  
CALL .   S INTP ( V 4 r V 2 , N Z , X L ( J ) r X H P ( J ) )  
C A L L   C G S l  
B E T k B E T A * D E G R A D  
P R I N T  OUT ROTATED  BLADE  SECTION  COORDINATES 
WRITE (6.61) X O ( K ) r G A M X ( K ) r T I X ( K ) r X C S P . L B A R 1 A R E A I I n I N ~ I L L C G , P H L C G ~  
~ I L L I B H L ~ T M X ( K ) ~ T O X ( K ) ~ X H S P ~ H ~ A R ~ B E T A ~ I M A X ~ I ~ H C G ~ I H H ~ X L I C ~ X L M C ~ X L T C  
2 9  XLO~~XLIPIXLMP.XLTPIXLOPIXLISIXLIS.XLMS*XLTS,XLOS,XLCG,XHIC,XHMC,XHTC, 
~XHOC.XHIPIXHMPIXHTPIXHOPIXHOP.XHIS.XHMS*XHTS*XHOS,XHCG 
DO 4vl J = l * L O U T  
WRITE I 6 r 6 0 1  X L ( J ) r X H P ( J ) * X H S ( J )  
CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 
FORMAT f 1 2 A  6 1 
FORMAT ( 1 H 1 / / 1 2 A 6 )  
FORMAT ( 8 F 1 0 o 5 )  
FORMAT ( l H K / 3 0 X , 3 4 H I N P U T  FOR  BLADE  COORDINATE  PROGRAM//34Xv3HETA*7 
1 X + 5 H L A M O A ~ 5 X ~ 3 H O P l r 7 X ~ 3 H O P 2 ~ 7 X ~ 5 H T N L M T / 2 9 X ~ 5 F l O o 5 / / l X ~ 7 H € L E M E N T ~ 4 X  
2r2HR1.9X~2HR0~9X,2HTI19X12HTH19X12HTM~9X~2HTO,9X.3HKIC~8X~3HKTC~8X~3HKOC~8 
~ X I ~ H ~ # C I B X . ~ H Z T C I B X I ~ H Z O C )  
FORMAT ( 3 X * I Z r 2 X 1 1 l F f l o 5 )  
FORMAT ( 1HJ/43H BLADE  LEMENT  STACKING  PARAMETER”TNORM1 =rG1003// 
1 6 H  THECG/8GlC.7/8G16.7/8Gl6.7~ 
FORMAT ( l H J / S H  C R C G / 8 G 1 6 o 7 / 8 G 1 6 . 7 / 8 G l 6 . 7 )  
FORMAT ( ~ H ~ / / Z O X T ~ O H B L A D E  ELEMENT A N G L E S / / ~ X I ~ H E L E M E N T ~ ~ X ~ ~ H A L P ~ ~ X  
lr2HKMr9X*3HKIC.8X*3HKTCIBXI3HKOC.BXI3HKOC.8X*3HKIP*8X.3HKTP*8X,3HKOP.8X,3~ 
FORMAT f ~ H K I ~ O X ~ ~ ~ H B L A D E  ELEMENT C U R V A T U R E S / / L X I ~ H E L E M E N T I Q X I ~ H ~ I C  
l r  ~ X . . ~ H C O C ~ ~ X ~ ~ H C I P I ~ X I ~ H C O P . B X , ~ H C I S I B X I ~ H C A S / ~ ~ X ~ I ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ F ~ ~ ~ ~ ) )  
FORMAT ( lH1//20X,25HBLADE  ELEMENT  COORDINATES) 
FORMAT ( 1 H L / 3 0 X * 3 H Z  = ~ F 1 0 o 5 ~ / / 2 0 X ~ 7 H E L E M E N T ~ 1 5 X ~ 2 H Y S ~ l 2 X ~ Z H X S ~ 2 8 X ~  
12HYP.~12X~2HXP/(22X.I2rlOX~2Fl4o5~l6X*2Fl4o5) 1 
FORMAT ( I H L / ~ X I ~ H E L E M E N T ~ ~ X I ~ H Y I S ~ ~ X ~ ~ H X I S ~ ~ X ~ ~ H X I S ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Z I S ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Y I P ~ ~ X ~ ~  
~ H X I P . ~ ~ X * ~ H Z I P I  1 3 X , 3 H Y I C , 9 X , 3 H X J C , 9 X I 3 H Z I C )  
FORMAT ( 3 X .  1 2 9 6 X 1 3 F 1 2 0 4 9 4 X 1 3 F 1 2 - 4 9 4 X , 3 F l 2 0 4 )  
FORMAT ~ H L / L X , ~ H E L E M E N T I ~ X , ~ H Y M S * ~ X ~ ~ H Z M S * ~ ~ X * ~ H Y M P * ~ X . ~  
~HXMPS~XI  3HZHPv 13X*3HYHC,9X,3HXMC,9X13HZMC) 
FORMAT ( ~ H L / ~ X I ~ H E L E M E N T I ~ X ~ ~ H Y T S ~ ~ X ~ ~ H X ~ S , ~ X * ~ H X T S , ~ X , ~ H Z T S * ~ ~ X * ~ H Y T P * ~ X * ~  
l H X T P + 9 X r 3 H Z T P *   1 3 X * 3 H Y T C * 9 X * 3 H X T C , 9 X . 3 H Z T t )  
FORMAT f ~ H L / I X ~ ~ H E L E M E N ~ ~ ~ X I ~ H Y O S ~ ~ X ~ ~ H X O S ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Z O S ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Y O P ~ ~ X ~ ~  
~ M X O P I ~ X * ~ H L O P ~  1 3 X ~ 3 H Y O C ~ 9 X ~ 3 H X O C ~ 9 X ~ 3 H Z C ) C )  
FORMAT I lH1/40Xv44HBLADE  SECTION  CnORDI  NATES  (UNROTATED) AT X = rF9  
1..4/5X~3HZfCt7Xr3HZMC~7Xr3HZTCr7Xr3HZOCr7Xr3HZIPt7X~3HZMPr7Xr3HZTP, 
27X.3.HZOPr 7 X . 3 H Z I S ~ 7 X ~ 3 H Z M S ~ 7 X ~ 3 H Z T S ~ 7 X 1 3 H Z O S 1 7 X 1 3 H Z C G / l 3 F l O o 4 / 5 X ~ ~  
~ H Y I C . , ~ X ~ ~ H Y M C . ~ X ~ ~ H Y T C ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Y O C ~ ~ X ~ ~ H Y I P . ~ X ~ ~ H Y M P I ~ X . ~ H Y T P . ~ X ~ ~ H Y O  
4 P ~ 7 X ~ 3 H Y I S , 7 X , 3 H Y M S ~ 7 X , 3 H Y T S ~ 7 X ~ 3 H Y O S ~ 7 X ~ 3 H Y C G / l 3 F l O o 4 / 5 X , 2 ~ I ~ 8 X ~  
5 2 H T M ~ 8 X ~ 2 H T 0 / 3 F 1 0 o 4 / 4 4 X ~ l H Z * 9 X ~ 2 H Y P ~ 8 X ~ 2 H Y S )  
FORMAT ( 3 9 X * 3 F 1 0 . 4 )  
FORMAT ( lH1 /40X*42HBLADE  SECT1 ON COORDINATES  (ROTATED) AT X = *  F9.4 
~ / S X I S H G A M M A ~ S X ~ ~ H T I ~ ~ X ~ ~ H L ~ S P )  ~ X I ~ H L - B A R ~ ~ X ~ ~ H A R E A ~ ~ X * ~ H I M I N * ~ X * ~  
2 H I C L . C G ~ 7 X ~ 5 H P H L C G ~ 7 X I S H I ( L L ) r 7 X I 3 H P H L / 4 F l O o 4 ~ 2 X ~ 6 G l 2 ~ 4 / 5 X ~ 2 H ~ M ~ 8 X ~  
3 7 H T 0 1 8 X * 5 H H ( S P )  ~ ~ X ~ ~ H H - B A R ~ S X ~ ~ H B E T A . ~ X I ~ H I ~ A X I ~ X I ~ H I M A X ~ ~ X T ~ H I H H C G ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H I (  
4 H H ~ / k F 1 0 o 4 r 2 X ~ 3 G 1 2 o 4 r 1 2 X 1 6 1 2 . 4 / 5 X . 5 H L ( I C ) ~ 5 X ~ 5 H L ( M C ) ~ 5 X ~ 5 H L ( T C ) ~ 5 X  
5 r S H L d O C ) r 5 X r ~ H L ( I P ) r S X r 5 H L ( M P )  ~ ~ X I ~ H L ( T P ) * ~ X I ~ H L ( O P ) ~ S X ~ S H L ( I S ) , ~ X  
( 5 * 5 H L 1 H S ) . 5 X r ~ L ( T S ) r 5 X * S H L ( O S )  r5X .5HL(CG) /13FL0 .4 /5X15HH( IC) r5X15H 
7 H ( n C ) r 5 X , 5 H H ( T C ) r 5 X 1 5 H H ( O C ) * 5 X , 5 ~ ~ ~ I P ) r 5 X * 5 ~ ~ ( M P ) , 5 X , 5 H ~ ~ T P ) * 5 X * 5 H  
8 H ( f l P . ~ r S X . 5 H H ( I S ) . 5 X 1 S H H ( H S ) r S X I S H H ( T S )  ~ ~ X V ~ H H ( O S ) ~ ~ X I ~ H H ( C G ) / ~ ~ F ~ O  
~ ~ ~ / W I X . L H L I ~ X I Z H H P I ~ X ~ ~ H H S )  
E NO 
58 
SUBROUTINE  ITER ( K ~ ~ C ~ B I K L ~ E ~ S R ~ ~ E ~ T R ~ ~ X K )  
R E A L   K l 9 K 2  
Z =E  2-E 1 
K 2s XX 
I GO=J 
I T=O 
1 C = t S T N t K l ) - S I N ( K 2 )   ) / ( R 2 - R 1 )  
B = C + # k l + S I N ( K I )  
.I T=.I;T+ 1 
I F   ( & T o G E o l O )  IG0=3 
D K = - l  
F r Z - S U B F ( K 2 . K l . B r R 2 r R l )  
GO TO (293.6). !GO 
2 T K = q  
' TF=F  
K 2..TK+DK 
.I GOr.2 
GO X0 1 
3 I F  (C*TFoLE-O.O) GO TO 5 
I F  ( A B S ( F ) o G T - A B S ( T F ) )  GO TO 4 
T K = u  
T F=F 
K 2=TK+DK 
GO T.0 1 
K 2=TK+DK 
GO TO 1 
DK=TF*OK/ I TF-F 1 
K 2=TK+DK 
60 TQ 1 
END 
4 D K=-DK 
5 I F  ( A B S ( R 2 * F ) o L T o o 0 0 0 1 )  IGO-3 
6 RETURN 
S U B R O U T I N E   I T E R 1  (KT .RTIETTKH.RMIEMIB~C~KTC*RTC.ETC)  





CALL. FIX ( S N K T - K T )  
E T = M + S U B F (  KT. KHIBI RTIRM) 
R T C ~ F R T / E X P ( T A N ( K T C ) * ( E T C - E T ) )  
F =RT$-RTC2 
I T = I k + l  
IF (JT.GE.10) 1 G 0 = 3  
GO TO ( 2 . 3 9 6  I .  IGO 
2 R 2=RJ 
F 2=F 




60 tlJ. 1 
3 .I.F IE*FZ,LEoOoO) GQ TO 5 
I F  (AI3SIF)oGToABSIEZ) 1 GO TO 4 
R 2=R T 
F 2=F 
RT=R%+DEL 
GO T e . 1  
R T=R&+DEL 
GO to 1 
D€L*&Z*DEL /( F2-F I 
R T=R@+DEL 
GO TB 1 
f NO 
4 D.EL=kDEL 






















SUER,QUTINE CGS I Y C G ~ Z C G r Y I P X r Z I P X r Y I S X r Z I S X r Y P X ~ Y S X r N Z t Z X r Y O P X . Z O P  
1x r YOSX 9 ZD sx ) 
D IMENSION V ( 4 1 l r  Vl(5l)r V Z ( 5 1 ) r  V 3 t 5 1 ) r  Y P X ( 5 O ) r   Y S X ( 5 0 1 r   Z X t 5 0 )  
D Y I T Y I S X - Y I P X  
D Z I = ~ I S X - Z I P X  
DZO=aOSX-ZOPX 
.DY04yDSX-YOPX 
T 12=aY  I * *2+DZI  **2 
T02=DYO**2+DZO**2 
T I X t S Q R T (  T 1 2  1 
TOX.iSORTt TO2 
S I N W = - D Z  I / T   I X  
S INBD=-DZOlTOX 
C O S B Z = D Y I / T I X  
COSBB=DYO/TOX 
K  Z I=t2 
I F  (OZI.GE.O.0) K Z I = 1  
GO T.0 ( 1 1 2 ) r K Z I  
ZMINFZIPX 
ZCIIu;L=ZISX 
GO TO 3 
2 W I W Z  I S X  
Z M I N 2 = Z I P X  
K Z0=,2 
1 F tSZO.GE -0 .O 1 K Z O = l  
GO T.Q ( 4 r 5 ) t K Z O  
Z MA-Z OSX 
Z WAX,Z=ZOPX 
GO TR 6 
2 MAX*.ZOPX 
ZF(AXZ=ZOSX 
DO M I=1.51 
I F  ( i i -GE.ZMIN2) GO TO 9 
GO TB ( 7 . 8 ) v K Z I  
Y S = Y . i P X + ~ Z - Z I P X ) * D Y I / D Z I  
CALL SINTP  (ZX.YPX~NZ.ZIYP) 
GO TO 13 












C A L L   S I N T P  (ZXTYSXINZ.L.YS) 
GO TO 13 
I F  (Z.GT-ZMAX2) GO TO 10 
C A L L   S I N T P  I ZXIYSXINZ~Z.YS) 
C A L L   S I N T P  (2X.YPX.NZ.Z.YP) 
GO T Q  13 
GI? T O  ( 1 1 9 1 2 ) r K Z O  
YP=YoPx+~z-zoPx~*DYo/ozo 
C A L L   S t N T P  (ZX.YSXINZIZIYS) 
GO ff3 13 
Y  S=YQSX+fL-ZOSXl*DYO/DZO 
C A L L   S l N T P  (ZXIYPXINLIZ.YP) 
v ( I I9YS-Y  P 
V 2 (  L).=Z*V( I 
z =z +#If 
P I R A W 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
VI( I,J=.~*IYs+YP)*v( I )  
T=P IFAD/8.0 
A I=TJ 2*T 
AO=TQ2*T 
Y B I 4 Y I S X + Y I P X I / 2 . - T * T I X * S I N B I  
Y  BO=SYOSX+YOPX 1 /Z.+T*TOX*SINBO 
C 
C 
CALL.  FNTGRL  (51.DZ.VvV3) 
4 = V 3 1 5 1  )+AI+AO 
C 
C A L L   F N T G R L   ( 5 l r D Z . V l r V 3 )  
YCG=4V3(51)+YBI*AI+YBO*AOZ/A 
C 
cacL .FNTCRL ( 5 1 r ~ ~ , ~ 2 r ~ 3 )  




SUBRDUTINE FIX iA.6) 
I F  CABS(A) .LT- l - )  GO TO 1 
T * l -  







I L C G r B E T A r  IMIN, IMAX 
REAL LBAR~ILL.IHH~ILLCG~IHHCGrIMXNrIMAX 
DX=XIN 1 /490 
x 1( w.=o, 
D O  1 I = l r  50 
C A L L  S I N T P  ( X * H S , N r X l ( I ) , V ( I ) )  
C A L L  S I N T P  ( X r H P 1 N r X l l l ) r V 1 ( 1 )  8 
1 X 1( It1 ) = X l (  I )+DX 
DO 2, I=L* 5 0  
2 V 2 (  U = V (  I ) - V l (  I )  
C A L L ,   F N T G R L   ( 5 0 r D X * V Z r V 3 ) -  
ARFAsV3 f  5 0 )  
DO 36 1=1r50 
3 V2(   LJ=V2(  I ) *X1  ( 1  1 
C A L L   F N T G R L   ( 5 0 v D X s V 2 r V 3 )  
L E A R r V 3 t  5 0 )  /AREA 
DO 4 I=1.50 
4 V2(   Ld=V2(  I ) * X 1  ( I )  
I HH=,Y3 ( 50 1 
CbLL.   FNTGRL  (50rOX1V2rV3) .  
DO 5 I z l r  50 
5 V2(   I .b=V(  I )**2-V1( I )**2 
C A L L   F N T G R L   ( 5 0 r D X 1 V 2 r V 3 )  
HBAR*V3( 5 0 )  /2. /AREA 
DO 6 I=lr 50 
6 V 2 (   I J = V 2 (  I ) * X 1  ( I )  
C A L L  F N T G R L   ( 5 0 r D X r V Z r V 3 )  
P H L = Y 3 1 5 0 ) / 2 .  
on 7 r=1.50 
7 V 2 (  LJ=V(  I ) **3-V1(1)**3 
C A L L   F N T G R L   ( 5 0 r D X r V 2 r V 3 )  




BFTA$ATAN( Z.*PHLCG/( IHHCG-ILLCG) 1 
IM INa( ILLCG+IHHCG) /2 ,+ ( ILLCG- IHHC6) /2 , *COS~BETA) -PHLCG*SIN(BETA)  
I N A X T I  I L L C G + I H H C G ) - I H I N  
RETURN 
E NO 
B E T A r B E T A / 2 -  
SUBRfllJT!NE  XMAX ( X r X H r N )  
D IMENS ION X (  100 1 
X M=XL 1 1 
DO 1 I x 2 1 N  
I f  ( . K ( I ) o L T - X M )  GO TO 1 





SUBROUTINE  XWIN  (XrXMrN) 
D IMEWS ION X ( 100 ) 
X M=X(  1 1 
. I F  (X(X).GT.XM) GO TO 1 
X M = U  I )  
1 tONT..INUE 
R  ETURN 
END 










. c  
.c  
2 













DO 5 r = l r t o l  
I F  (R.GEoRTS(L 1 1  GO TO 1 
SNKSlcBISf  L ) - R * C I S ( L #  
XKS*ARSINI   SNKS f 
GO TQ 2 
SNKSxBOS( L I-R*CAS( L 1 
X KSsAR S I N  ( SNKS I 
,ERAX~ETS(L)+SUBF(XKSIKTS(LI  t B O S ( L )   r R r R T S ( L l 1  
EHAX~ETS(L)+SUBF(XKSIKTS(LIIBIS(LI~R~RTS(LI) 
I F  (BI&oRTP(L) 1 GO TO 3 
SNKPIBIP(LI -R*CIP(L)  
XKP=ARSINf  SNKP I 
EMINaETP(Ll+SUBF(XKPrKTP(L)rBIP(L) r R r R T P I L I )  
GO t B  4 
SNKP%BOP(L)-R*COP(L) 
X KPsAR SIN ( SNKP I 
F 3 ( I J = ( E M A X - f M I N l * R  
F 2(  I #=R*F 3( I 1 
R =R +RR 
CALL  FNTGRL  (1011DRrF1rV I  
x l = V L l O l )  
C A L L   F N T G R L   ( L O l r O R r F 2 r V l  
x 2+v1101 I 
E R I N a E T P ( L   I + S U B F ( X K P T K T P ( L )   r B O P ( L )   r R r R T P ( L )  1 
Fl(IS~.5*(EHAX+EHIN)*F3(II 
66 
C A L L L F N T G R L   ( 1 0 l r D R v F 3 r V )  
X 3 = V ( l O l )  
R ETU.RN 
ENU 
SUBROUTINE RAEP (RP*RS.EPrESvRCsECrXKCtTC)  
I F  (XKCoEQoO.O) GO TO 1 
. V = T C A Z 0 * S I N ( X K C )  
R P=R,€+V 





1 R P=RE 
R S=RE 




.V=TCc92 o /RC 
67 
SAMPLE  BLAOF FOR 8LAOE  COORDINATE PRnGRAM 
INPUT FOR BLAOE  COORDINATE PROGRAM 
F TA  LAMOA OP1  OP2 
-1.00000 1.00000 5.00000 1.00000 1).00010 
TNL M T 
ELEMFNT RI R O  T I  TH  TO K I C  KTC KDC ZMC ZTT: z OC 
1 7o.ooono 19.ooooo 0.100oo 0.100oo 0.100oo 0. 
7 18.00000  7 8 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000 8.50000  0. 
0. 0. I .noon0 1 .ooooo 2.0000n 
3  15.00000  15.01000 0.10000 0.10000 0.10000  24 0 0. 
-8.50000 1.00000 1.00000 2.00000 
4  12.0n000  13.ooooo 0.100oo o.10000 0. I O O O O  37.00000 n.  
-24.00000 1.0oooo 1.00ooo 2.00000 
5 1o.ooono 12.00000 0.100oo 0.100oo 0.10030  45.00000 0 .  
-37.00000 1.000oo 1.ooooo 7.00000 
-45.00000 1.ooooo 1.ooooo 2.bonoo 
BLAOF  ELEMENT STACKING PARAMETER--TNORMI = 0.287E-01 
THFCG 
n C. 2764833E-02  0.9418329F-02  0.2063697E-01 
C R C G  
-43.605685  -179.89311  3001.039   27.955353 
BLADF FLFMENT STACKING PARAMETER--TNORMl = O.-ll6F-02 
THECG 
0.297 1571E-04  0.2676411E-02  0.9004142F-02  0.1988389E-01 
CRCG 
-43.604660  -179.89522  3001.0386  27.954099 
BLAOE FLEMENT STACKING PARAMETER”TNORM1 = 0.106E-03 
THECG 
0.2760716E-04  0.2676398E-02  0.9004064E-02  0.1984415E-01 
CRCG 
-43.604774 - 179.89527  3001 0386  27.954 03 
RCAOE ELFMENT STACKING PARAMETER--TNORMl = 0.407E-04 
THECG 
0.7267188F-04  C.2676431E-02  0.90 4018E-02 
CRCG 
-43.604771 - 179.89527  3001.0386 
BLADE  LEMENT  ANGLES 
FLEMFNT ALP KY KIC KTC 
1 -76.56506 0. 





0.28648 0. 24.00000 0. 
26.56506 0. 37.00000 0. 












K I P  KTP KOP K I S  KTS KOS 
0. -0.12886 0. -0.13253  0.12886 0. 
-8.50000  8.46652 0. 
0.13253 
-24.00000  23.99986 0. 
-8.53109  8.53185 0. 
-24.00399  23.99423 0. 
-8.46941 
-37.00000  37.20314 0. -36.80192  . 208 0. 
-24.00585 
45.00000 45.36453 0. 
-37.19270 
-44.65568  4 .64394 0. -45.33531 
BLADE  LEMENT CURVATURES 
FLFMFNT C IC cnc C I P  COP CIS CAS 
1 
2 
0.  0. -0.00201  0.002 7  0.002 1  -0.00207 
3 
0.14708  0.14708  0.14759  0.148 0  0.14655 0.145
0.40674  0.40674  0.4151   0.41525  0.398 3 0.39873
4 
5 
0.53828 0.53828 0.55577 0.55063 0.52177 0.52651 
0.50000 0.50000 0.51607 0.50973 0.48476 0.49065 


























z =  
z =  






















Z = 0.30000 

















x s  


































































0.061  56 





























































x s  











x s  













































































2 = 1.00000 


































































x s  


























































































2 = 1.40000 




















2 = 1.70000 
ELEMEN1 
1 -0.09690 
2  -6 .06739 
3  -0 .02008 
4 
5  0.0092 1 
0.01059 
YS 
2 = l‘.80000 
ELEMENT 
1 -0.09650 













x s  




































-0 .079  17 
17.86251 
15.00689 
-0.01574  12.73393 
0.02794  11.49997 
YP 
-0.19666  19.278  
-0.15988  17.8524  
-0.09905 
-0.05351  12.78383 
15.00727 
-0.03320  11.59995 
XP 
YP XP 




-0.10889  11.69949 












-0.201  19 
Z = 1.90000 


































z =  
z =  






















Y I S   X I  s ZI s 
-0.1025 19.9997 0.1584 
-0.1197 18.0003 0.1243 
-0.1591 14.9991 0.0600 
-0.2229 11.9845 0.0052 
-0.3460 9.9690 -0.0250 
















































Y P   X P  
-0.19474 18.97819 







X I P   Z I P   Y I C   X I C  
19.9990 0.1584 -0.1525 19.9994 
17.9979 0.1390 -0.1691 17.9992 
14.9980 0.10Q7 -0.2048 14.9986 
12.0096 0.0590 -0.2631 11.9971 



















z I C  
0 -0161 
Y It 
-0 a31 26 
T I  
0 -09 47 
Yns xu s z us 
-0.0987  19.4997  1.1584 
-0.0438  17.8999 
0.0577 15.0049 
1.1317 
0.1606  12.4990 
1.0804 
1.0321 
0.2547  10.9971  1.000  





0 . 2547 10.9971 
Y O S  x0 s 





-0.. 2241,  13.0115 
-0.3437  12.0201 
YMP XHP  ZHP 
















0.1106  12.4995 
15.0050 







ZTS YTP  XTP  ZTP    TC  XTC Z T C  
1.1584 -0.1986 19  -4990  1.1584  -0.1487  19.4994 
1.1317 
1.1584 
-0.1438  17.8994  1.1317  -0.0938  17.8998 
1.0804  -0.0423 
1.1317 
1.0321 
15.0049  1.0804  0.0077 15.0050 1.0804 
0.0606 
1.0000 
12.4999  1.0321  0.1106  12.4995
0.1547  10  -9989 1 .oooo 0.2047  10.9981 
1.032 1 
1.0000 






-0.1948  18.9990  2.1584  -0.1448  18.9994 





15.0078  2  -0600  -0.2049  15.0086 
-0.3034  12.9830  12.9973  2.0321 
2.0804 
-0.2638 
-0.4128 11.9679  1.9750  -0.3782 11.9940  2.0000 
2 -00 52 
Z nc Z TC  ZDC z 1  P 
Y nc YTC YOC Y I P  
T H   T O  
1 - O O O C  1.0000  1.9681  0.0424 






















































BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (‘UNROTATED~ AT x = 11.0000 
Z T P   Z O P  215 ZM S ZTS 20 s ZCG 
’ 1.0000 1.9462  -0-010   1.0 01  1.   1.99   1.0087 
Y T P  YDP Y I S  YMS YTS Yos Y CG . . .~  . 

























0.0479  1.0420 
z I C  z HC 
Y IC 
-0.2407  0.0889 
YMC 
T I  
0 -09 81 0. l O O C  
TM 
0.0804  1.0803 
2 I C  z nc 
Y I C  
-0.2048  0.0079 
Y nc 

















Z I P  
2.0322  0.07  
-0.2641  -0.2827 
























1.  8000 
COORDINATES  (UNROTATEDI AT X = 13.0000 
1.0420  1.0420  2.0 57  0.0226  1.04 1  1. 42   2.0587  1.0436 
0.0390  0.0390  - . 029  -0.1987 0.1390 0.1390  - .2252  -0.0348 
YMP YTP  Y OP Y I S   Y H S   Y T S   Y O S   Y  CG 























-0.298  1 
-0.5198 
























BLADE  SECTION  COORDINATES  (UNROTATED) AT X = 15.0000 
2.0802  0.1 07 
20c ZI P 
YOC 
-0.2052  -0.2504 





















































Z T P  ZOP 215 ZM s ZTS ZO s ZCG 
1.0803 2.0598 0.0601 1.0803 1.0803 2.1005 1.0785 
Y T P  YOP Y I S  YMS Y TS YCS Y C.G 
























o ; o m  
7 IC ZMC ZTC zoc z 1  P 
YlC Y MC Y TC Yo c Y I P  
-0.1691  -0.0972  -0.0972  -0.1644  -0.2185 
T I  
~~ 
0.1317  1 34.13   2 600.1 91 
0.0999 0.1000 0.1000 

















































































TEOI  AT X = 18.0000 
ZOP Z I S  ZMS ZTS ZO s ZCG 
2.1298 0.1243 1.1334 1.1334 2.1422 1.1309 
Ynp Y I S  Y M S  YTS YOS Y CG 
-0.7140 -0.1197 -0.0472 -0.0472 -0.1148 -0.1220 
? 1C. I HC. 7 TC 7n C. 
BLADE SECTION  COOROINATES  (UNROTATEO) AT X = 19.5000 
7 1  P " _  " ". -
0.1523 1.1584 1.1584 2.1695 0.1540 
Y I C  YMC YTC YO c Y I P  
". 
-0.1565  -0.1487  -0.1487  -0.1326  -0.2064 
0.0999  10000.0 2 





















































ZTP ZOP 715 ZMS ZTS 20 s ZCG 
1.1584 2.1726 0 . 1 5 0 5  1.1584 1.1584 2.1664 1.1571 
YTP YOP VIS YM S .YTS YOS YCG 































L I I C )  
0.0473 
HI  I C )  
T I  L I S P )  
0.0947 1.0177 
T f l  H I  SP) 
0.0743 0.4236 
L I M C )  L I T C )  
0.9956 0.9956 















L ( I P 1  















































I M I N  ILLCG  PHLCG I I L L  ) PHL 
0.8117E-02  0.8394E-02  0.4536E-02  0.4830E-01 0.1007 
I MAX I HHCG I IHH 1 
0.8279E-01  0.8251F-01  0 3142 
L (  MP) 
0.9989 















































L I T P )  L I O P )  L I  IS) L ( M S )  L C T S I  L I O S I  L t C G t  
0.9989 1.9842 0.0185 0.9924 0.9924 2.0240 1.0176 
H ( T P I  H(  f lP1 H( I S 1  H(MS)  H ( T S I  H I  OS) H(CG1 
















































BLADE  SECTTON C O n R O l N A T E S  ( R O T A T E D )  AT X = 13.0000 
. 
0.flSRI 
T I  
0.0940 
T O  
L ( M C )  
1 . 0 3 c t  
H ( Y C )  
0.3R93 
1.0074 
L ( S P 1  
H I S P )  
0.3001 
L I T C )  
1 .a396 






L ( 0 C )  
2.0335 
0.0470 
H ( O C )  




L ( 1 P )  
0.0748 














































L I M P )  
1.0401 














































2.0805  0.0470 
L ( T P )  L ( n P )  L l  I S  1 L ( Y S )  
1.0401 2.0074 0.0233 1.0391 
H I   T P )  H l n P l  HI IS 1 H I Y S )  
HS 















































L I T S )  L l  O S )  L I C G )  
1 .a391 ’2.0596 1.0475 
H ITS)  H(OSI H l C G l  
0.4394 0.0861 0.2657 
0.0500 1.049@ 1.0499 7.0498 0.0703 
H I I C )  H IMC 1 HI TC 1 H I  nC1 H I I P )  














































L l  MP) 
1.0499 














































GAH MA T I  L l  S P )  1- EAR AREA 1 HlN ILLCG  PH CG I I L L  1 PHL 
BLADE SECTInN COORDINATES ( R O T A T E D )  AT X = 15.0000 
-0.0103 0.1000  0.9784  1.0487  0.2 33  0.11 6E-02 0.117hE-07  0.5622E-04  0.85R5E-02  .4175E-01 
T Y  Tn H ( S P )  H-BAR BETA I MAX I HHC G I (HH 1 
n.1ooo 0.0999 0.2549  0.1864 o.4202~-01  0.7782~-01 O . ~ ~ E Z E - ~ I  0.3124 
L I T C )  L I Y C )  L ( T C )   L ( o C 1  L I I P )  
2.0997  0.049  
L f T P )  1(0p) L l  IS) L(MS) L ( T S )   L l  OS)  L ( C G )  
1.0499  2.0794  0.0296  1. 498  1.0498  2.0701  1.0481 
H ( T P )  H( OP 1 H I  I S  1 H ( H S )   H I T )   I O S )  
0.2128  0. 043  0. 957 0.3128 0.3128 0.0956  0.1853 














































G 4 Y M 4  T I  L I S P )  L- RAR AREA I M I N   I L L C S   P H L C G  I I L L  1 PHL 
BLADE  SFCTION COORDINATES IROTATEO)  AT X = 18.0000 
0.1340 0.0990 0.9275 1.0494 0.2076 
T H  T n  H t S P )  H-BAR BETA 
0.1000 n.1000 0.2170 0.0946 -0.1052 
L I  I t 1  L I Y C )  L ( T C I  L I O C )  L I I P I  
0.0500 1.051e 1.0518 2.0542 0.0572 
H (  I C 1  H I M C  I H ( T C I  H I O C )  H ( I P I  















































0.2755E-03 0.2758E-03 -0.135RE-03 0.2136F-02 0.2049E-01 
I MAX I H H C t  1 ( H H  1 
0.7426E-01  0.7426F-01  0.3029 
L (  HP)  
1.0511 
H (   H P )  
0.0695 














































L I T P )  1(0p1 L l  I S 1  L I HS) L ( T S )  L f n s )  LICG) 
1.0517 2.0479 0.0427 1.0519 1.0519 2.0606 1.0493 
H I T P I  H ( V P )  H( IS H ( M S )  H I T S )  H f O S )  H ( C G )  





















































L I I C )  
H( 1 C) 
0.0500 








l ( S P )  
0.9004 










l ( D C )  
2.0673 
H( OC ) 
0.0496 




L (  IP) 
0.0511 


































































































I M I N  ILLCG PHLCG i(111 PHL 
I M A X  IHHCG I (HH 1 
0.3056 
. " _ "  
0.1762E-03  0.1829E-03  .7037E-03 0.62blE-03 0.9409E-07 
0.7494E-01  0.7494E-01 
L ( T P )  
1.0555 2.0698 0.0488 1.0567 1.0567  2.0649  1.0548 
H(TP) HI  OP) H( I S )  H ( R S )  H(TS) t i (  O S )  H(CG) 
L (np )  L (  I S )  L ( t 4 S )  L(TS)   L (  O S )  1(cg1 
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